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Electrochemical biosensors are a rapidly growing research area that has greatly improved 
its specificity, accuracy, and precision in the detection of biomolecules in contemporary 
literature and industry alike. Typically, these systems exist in a three-electrode 
conformation with a working electrode functioning as the anode, a counter electrode 
functioning as the cathode, and a reference electrode allowing for the control of potential 
in the system. The method by which these sensors work is through the sharing of 
electrons via redox reactions with the target molecule and the working electrode or 
modifications on its surface. By exploiting the function of biomaterials that participate in 
natural substrate-binding redox phenomena, new opportunities for detecting critical 
molecules in complex situations can be created. In this dissertation, three distinct 
electrochemical biosensors were created by mimicking natural phenomena and 
implementing materials that directly or indirectly participate in the corresponding 
reactions.  
 
First, a dopamine sensor was created via a composite of lignin-derived graphene oxide 
and the marine algae-derived polysaccharide kappa carrageenan. Different ratios of GO, a 
known electrooxidizing catalyst of dopamine, with kappa carrageenan were used to create 
a binder-free film for dropcasting on the working electrode. It was designed on the 
principle of its interactions with the nervous system when injected in rats to induce 
xv 
 
analgesia, interfering with standard dopamine behavior. The system demonstrated a linear 
range of 1 - 250 μmol L-1 and a limit of detection of 0.14 μmol L-1 (s/n=3).  
 
In the second chapter, a sensor for the human and animal health hazard nitrite was 
constructed using the transition metal sulfide NiS. Transition metal sulfides are the 
catalytic center for nitrite oxidation to nitrate in nitrogen fixing bacteria found in the 
environment. This section utilized a novel electrodeposition method for creating a binder-
free layer of NiS on the surface of the glassy carbon electrode. This system demonstrated 
a linear range of 0.04 – 1 μM, 1 – 5.3 μM and a detection limit of 0.01 μM. 
 
For the final chapter, a novel sensor was created for the cryoprotective sugar trehalose, an 
indicator of bacterial contamination in meat and produce without any electrochemical 
assay precedent. This system utilized the interactions found between alkali earth metal 
ions and trehalose in which the two molecules form complexes. Magnesium 
phthalocyanine, which is a commercially available dye, as well as synthesized 
magnesium tetraphenylporphyrin and calcium tetraphenylporphyrin were implemented as 
drop-casted coatings on the working electrode to electrodeposit trehalose on the surface 
and detect its oxidation via squarewave anodic stripping voltammetry in the complex 
media Luria-Bertani broth. The system was also used to gauge fluctuations in E. coli in 
broth by autoclaving the cultures and directly testing the media containing lysed bacteria. 
The system demonstrated a linear range of 0.25 mM – 100 mM, with magnesium meso-




CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
 
Section 1.1 An Introduction to Electrochemical Biosensors 
1.1.1. Background and History of Electrochemical Biosensors 
Detecting all manner of biological substances is a critical part of ensuring food, travel, 
healthcare, and other aspects of daily life are safe and consistent. Much of what maintains 
a high quality of life is owed to accurate and precise diagnostic tools [1]. These 
biosensors, as they are termed, have been rooted in agriculture and medicine for decades 
[2]. A biosensor can be qualitative or quantitative and “senses” its target molecule 
through interactions with a chosen substrate that elicits a perceptible change [3]. This can 
present as a change in color, an emission of fluorescence, alteration of viscosity of the 
sample, or a change in electrochemical properties among others [4, 5]. The latter method 
has gained popularity in recent literature because it offers the distinct advantages of 
scalability, stable components, and rapid results. 
 
The earliest cases of applied electrochemical sensors employed two electrodes but 
encountered the significant issue of not being able to accurately control applied potential 
across the two electrodes [6, 7]. This was further improved through the advent of the 
three-electrode system in 1942 by Archie Hickling, which allows control of the applied 
potential via a material with clearly defined redox events [6]. Initially, a mercury drop 
electrode was used as a reference electrode due to its predictable oxidation at ~+0.2 V, 
but it created issues for the analysis of other molecules that oxidized in a similar range 
[8]. As the materials science field develops and expands the use of new materials, 
Ag/AgCl became a predominant choice for the reference electrode and is currently used 
2 
 
due to its predictable redox behavior and relative inertness and safety in a variety of 
media [9]. As such, electrochemical methods will often report their potentials versus an 
Ag/AgCl electrode. Due to this versatility and ease-of-use, electrochemical devices have 
transitioned from laboratory techniques to products that improve the quality of life. 
 
1.1.2. Modern Electrochemical Sensors and the Obstacles They Face 
Previously treated as an analytical technique with little use outside of a lab, 
electrochemical devices have attracted a growing interest as their use for point-of-care 
devices for medical and sanitary diagnostics [10, 11].  
 
One of the first instances of an electrochemical sensor transitioning from the laboratory 
to home-use is the coulometric glucometer. As early as 1987, electrochemical blood 
glucose monitoring has been accomplished with low volumes of blood due to a glucose 
oxidase-based electrochemical sensor that relies on the redox signature of glucose 
Figure 1. 1. A comparison of Medisense’s ExacTech pen and card electrochemical blood glucose system 
commercially released in 1987 versus today’s FreeStyle Libre continuous glucose monitoring system 
3 
 
oxidase binding to its substrate glucose and generating an oxidation peak [12]. 
Medisense’s ExacTech was the one of first electrochemical system to commercially offer 
this type of detection [13]. Currently, continuous glucose monitors (CGMs) exist based 
on coulometric detection of glucose oxidase activity in interstitial fluid via a transdermal 
microneedle patch that samples via microcapillaries such as the Abbott Freestyle Libre 
(Fig. 1.1. right). Now, electrochemical sensors have started to encroach on other 
scientific and commercial fields, simplifying processes that were once restricted to labs 
and hospitals.  
 
One notable biosensing example that emphasizes the promise of electrochemical sensors 
at home and in the field is the electrochemical gas sensor for monitoring sanitation and 
emissions of companies. The company Honeywell, among others, has had 
electrochemical sensors for multi-detection of volatile organic compounds, CO-, and 
other noxious gases for >30 years based on amperometric detection [14]. Such sensors 
have grown to dominate the markets that demand for systems that require little direct 
input and maintenance from the operator so that they can run continuously.   
 
Electrochemical sensors today are poised to enter a growing market but still encounter 
drawbacks that limit their applicability to most commercial sensing functions. Mainly, 
the issue of interferents interacting with modifications to the electrode slows 
electrochemistry’s progress into commercial use [15]. When relying on specific 
biocomponents like antibodies and enzymes, electrochemical sensors are limited to the 
parameters at which these components are stable and cannot easily exceed their detection 
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limits in traditional settings as a result [16]. 
 
Section 1.2. The Fundamentals of Applied Electrochemistry 
1.2.1. Redox Behaviors and the Nernst Equation 
Electrochemistry, as it pertains to biosensors, is the study of the flow of chemical energy 
in the form of electrons as it passes from a chosen reactive species to an electrode or the 
modification on its surface [17]. Figure 1.1 illustrates a reduction/oxidation (redox) event 
and demonstrates how the reaction needs an electron donor and an electron acceptor to 
proceed. If considering this process from the perspective of electrochemical sensors, “A” 
can be interpreted as the analyte you are trying to detect and “B” as the electrode that 
interacts with said analyte. The applied potential from the potentiostat drives the flow of 
electrons and elicits the reaction on the surface of the working electrode. The subsequent 
exchange of electrons results in a signal that can directly or indirectly correlate with the 








Figure 1. 2. An illustration of how a reduction/oxidation (redox) reaction proceeds with A (the electron 
donor) and B (the electron acceptor) representing two reactants. 
A B A B 
B A 
e- 0 0 
Loss of electron (oxidation) 
Gain of electron (reduction) 
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As with all electrical systems, electrochemical sensors must obey Ohm’s Law, a 
fundamental part of the behavior of electricity which is given in Equation 1.1A and 
1.1B. 
 
Direct Current:   =   Equation 1.1A 
Alternating Current:   =   Equation 1.1B 
 
Where V is voltage or potential for DC and E is potential for AC (measured in volts), I is 
current (measured in Amperes), R is resistance (measured in Ω), and Z is impedance 
(also measured in Ω, but with frequency as a component). For AC currents, Ohm’s law 
may not be as simple due to the influence of certain elements in a circuit such as 
inductors or capacitors. To compensate, values may be imaginary numbers calculated 
using features from the AC wave form such as phase angle and frequency [21, 22]. 
 
By accounting for these factors, assumptions can be made about the behavior of an 
electrochemical system based on key equations. One such equation is the Nernst 
Equation (Eq. 1.2A and 1.2B). 
 





 (Equation 1.2A) 
Full Cell:  = ⊖ −

 ln  (Equation 1.2B.) 
 
Where 	 is the actual half-cell reduction potential, 	⊝  is the standard half cell 
reduction potential,  is the actual cell potential (electromotive force) at desired 
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temperature, ⊝  is standard cell potential, R is the universal gas constant (R = 
8.31446261815324 J K−1 mol−1), T is the temperature in Kelvins,  is the number of 
electrons transferred in the full cell reaction, F is the Faraday constant in coulombs per 
mole of electrons (F = 96485.3321233100184 C mol−1),	 is the activity of the reduced 
form of the relevant species and  is the activity for the oxidized form of the relevant 
species in mol L-1,  is the reaction quotient of the cell [23-25].  
 
Through use of the Nernst equation, we can determine the potential at which an analyte 
of known characteristics will reduce. Conversely, if we already know the reduction 
potential and confirm it with various techniques such as voltammetry, we can calculate 
the standard potential, number of electrons transferred, and approximate activity of the 
redox reaction (usually in concentrations of reactants in mol L-1). Given its great utility, 
the Nernst equation is a central feature of electrochemistry and often accounted for in the 
design of different electrochemical systems. It is also intrinsically connected to another 
central equation of electrochemistry: the Randles-Sevcik equation. 
 
1.2.2.The Randles-Sevcik Equation 
By utilizing common electrochemical techniques such as sweeping (linearly increasing 
and/or decreasing) voltage while monitoring current, we can make assumptions about the 
electrochemical environment and apply them to the Randles-Sevcik equation to help us 
determine the role of the diffusion of our chosen analyte across the surface of the 
electrode. This is useful because most electrochemical sensors rely on these predictable 
behaviors for extrapolating data such as current sensitivity of the electrode to the analyte 
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over a period of time [26]. The equation (Eq. 1.3.), simplified for solutions at 25°C, 
considers current obtained at maximum as well as the number of electrons transferred 
between the active chemical species in a redox event (typically one). 
 






,  (Equation 1.3.) 
 
Where   is current maximum in Amperes, n is number of electrons transferred in the 
redox event, A is electrode area in cm2, D is diffusion coefficient in cm2 s-1, C is 
concentration in mol/cm3, and v is scan rate in V/s [27, 28]. 
 
The Randles-Sevcik has utility to characterize diffusion-related phenomena for multiple 
methods in electrochemistry and is frequently referenced to justify certain behaviors of 
reactions such as asymptotic relationships of current with time, Warburg impedance in 
AC impedance spectroscopy, and many other phenomena commonly witnessed while 
characterizing electrochemical systems [29, 30]. Using the Nernst equation and the 
Randles-Sevcik equation, electrochemistry has become a powerful tool for studying the 
dynamics of complex chemical interactions and quantifying these phenomena accurately 
and precisely. 
 
1.2.3. Utility of Electrochemistry: What Can It Detect? 
Because of the variety of materials and methods available in electrochemistry, we can 
characterize reaction kinetics, reversibility, and inhibitory effects of different materials in 
a single system through the use of voltammetric methods among others [31]. In 
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biosensing, this affords a relatively new method to traffic redox reactions from enzymatic 
processes, a core component of biological phenomena [32]. Being that they are not 
limited to redox reaction detection, biosensors can also be capacitive. This means the 
system relies on a change in electrochemically active surface area to gauge binding of 
analyte to electrode which causes a shift in charging and discharging behavior when 
treated like a capacitor [33-35].  
 
This same type of principle can be applied to a different type of electrochemical 
biosensor; one based on impedance or resistance. In this system, changes the analyte 
causes to the electrode or its coating cause a change in the AC impedance measurement 
(meaning the current used to detect resistance is applied with a frequency rather than a 
direct current, measured in Ω). This method can be particularly useful when calculating 
different features responsible for this resistance such as resistance of the buffer which the 
experiment takes place in, resistance of the charge transfer from analyte to electrode, and 
resistance caused by diffusion-related behavior across the surface of the electrode [36, 
37]. To further delve into the intricacies of these methods, it is best to first know the roles 
and compositions of each of the electrodes in the system. 
 
Section 1.3. Anatomy of a Three-Electrode System 
1.3.1. Establishing the Role of Each Electrode 
The hallmark of modern electrochemistry is the three-electrode system which affords the 
user the control over the relationship of potential versus time. This is accomplished 
through the unique properties exhibited by each electrode. The standard conformation of 
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a three-electrode electrochemical cell as well as a screen-printed electrode are shown in 
Figure 1.3. Each electrode’s role in the electrochemical cell is as follows: 
• A working electrode (anode, [-] ) [abbreviated as WE] for detecting an 
electrochemical event, this electrode is usually modified with a substrate to induce 
a desired reaction with an analyte in the aqueous solution. 
• A counter electrode (cathode, [+] ) [abbreviated as CE] for measuring the current 
and completing the circuit of the working electrode. 
• A reference electrode [abbreviated as RE] consisting of a material with a known 















Figure 1. 3. A standard three-electrode system in an electrochemical cell consisting of a reference 
electrode, working electrode, and counter electrode respectively (left) and the same system on a screen-
printed electrode, which are used with low volume droplets an 
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1.3.2. Innovation with the Three-Electrode System 
As electrochemical sensors and their associated platforms have matured, new options for 
easy-to-use technology have become available. One major innovation in the field is the 
screen-printed electrode and its derivatives. Consisting of three conductive ink electrodes 
that are printed on a ceramic or polymer substrate, screen-printed electrodes allow users 
to work with minute liquid samples (~50μL). Figure 1.3. depicts a typical three-electrode 
system on the left and the newer, one-time use screen-printed electrode on the right. Both 
operate by standard electrochemical methods, but the screen-printed electrodes are 
generally single use, diminishing in quality after fouling of the electrode. Conversely, the 
standard three-electrodes can be polished with a series of micron-sized alumina powders 
and then reused repeatedly but required large enough volumes of buffer to be completely 
immersed. 
 
Section 1.4. An Overview of Voltammetric Methods 
1.4.1. Principle of Voltammetry 
Voltammetry can be defined as controlling the relationship between potential, current, 
and time in an electrochemical cell via different wave forms of potential versus time [38]. 
As previously mentioned, voltammetric methods are made possible by the reference 
electrode in the three-electrode system and can vary from characterization to 




1.4.2. Overview of Different Voltammetric Methods 
Voltammetry and its associated methods can reveal vastly different aspects of an 
electrochemical sensing environment due to the waveform of potential versus time. With 
simpler methods, where voltage is increased and decreased in a linear pattern, 
characteristics such as capacitance of the electrode, locations of oxidizing and reducing 
potentials, and stable potential windows of your chosen buffer can be easily discovered 
[39]. These methods can also lack the specificity, sensitivity, and quantitative nature of 
more complex methods and are generally best for characterization of the electrode, 
analyte, and buffer rather than direct quantification in most instances [40, 41].    
 
The following methods are examples of the great utility and versatility of voltammetry as 
well as its potential shortcomings. The format of the following figures can be interpreted 
as the potential vs. time waveform provided by the potentiostat on the left and the current 
vs. potential elicited from that waveform on the right. 
 
 
Figure 1. 4.  Linear sweep voltammetry with potential vs. time relationship (left) and an example of current 




Linear-Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) – LSV (Fig. 1.4.) is the electrochemical method in 
which potential is increased or decreased from point A to B in a linear function. Being 
one of the simplest voltammetric techniques, LSV offers great utility in assessing where 
reactions occur within a potential window but lacks the quantitative aspect of other more 
complex methods in voltammetry. One notable task LSV can accomplish is determining 
the overpotential of a reaction.  
 
Overpotential, which can also be termed as the thermodynamic potential, is the potential 
difference (in volts) between equilibrium of the species where current is low on the 
voltammogram and the peak current at which the catalyst material on the electrode is 
facilitating a redox reaction [42]. The relationship between catalyst or electrode behavior 
towards an analyte and the voltammogram are not always easily interpreted visually. 
Conveniently, the Tafel equation can help quantify these changes and display better 
mechanistic properties of a reaction and its efficiency (Eq. 1.4) [43]. 
 
For anode and cathode respectively:  2 = ±- × log78 9 ::;< Equation 1.4. 
 
Where η is overpotential (in V), A is the Tafel slope (slope of potential/log current in 
mV/current decade, e.g., 10-5A to 10-4A on a log scale), i is current density (A/cm2), and 
i0 is exchange current density (A/cm2, current density when there are no redox peaks at 
around 0 V). Tafel curves are useful because they can help explain whether a reaction 
favors a reduced or oxidized form of the reactant as well as determine what the rate of the 
reaction and corrosion potential is when used in tandem with other electrochemical 
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methods. This is determined via the charge transfer coefficient, which can be calculated 
with the Butler-Volmer equation [44]. The charge transfer coefficient is useful in 
electrochemistry as it can tell us how electrons move at the interface of the electrode and 
electrolyte, which could change in response to binding events as in a biosensor. One 
must, however, account for the splitting of water and the Tafel curve dynamics that are 
associated with that reaction in aqueous media [43]. With an understanding of LSV’s 
utility and features, one can easily transition to a closely related, powerful method known 




Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) – CV is very similar to LSV in that both utilize a linear 
change in potential from point A to point B, creating a potential window (Figure 1.5). 
Where they differ is that CV charges from point A to point B and then “discharges” from 
point B to point A for a set number of cycles. By using cyclic voltammetry, one can 
witness the oxidation event (forward scan) and the reduction event (reverse scan) in the 
same plot and gauge how it changes from cycle to cycle. This attribute is particularly 
Figure 1. 5. Cyclic voltammetry with potential vs. time relationship (left) and current vs. potential resulting 
from this method in presence of a redox species (right) 
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valuable because cyclic variation in CV is often a sign of instability on the electrode or in 
the solution[45].  
 
Additionally, CV creates a unique geometric “duck” shape when redox peaks are present. 
Because of this, reversibility of the reaction can be assessed by calculating the half wave 
potential or E1/2, which is the potential on the voltammogram halfway between the 
reduction peak and oxidation peak respectively and can be a good proxy for standard cell 
potential E0 [46]. This can change depending on factors such as indicator used, reference 
electrode used, and the type of buffer in which the reaction is taking place.  
 
Another useful feature of CV as it pertains to biosensing is its ability to quantify 
capacitance, which does not require the presence of redox peaks. This is accomplished by 
calculating the area inside a single cycle of the cyclic voltammogram that forms a 
geometric shape. The area corresponds directly to the capacitance of the system in 
Farads, also known as 
=> ? × ?@A	?
B@C . Phenomena that can change the capacitance are 
typically associated with the expansion of the electrochemically active surface area on the 
electrode, which can be either increased or reduced by species binding/dissociating from 
the surface when a reaction with an analyte takes place. It should be noted, however, that 
electrochemically active surface area may not necessarily correlate directly to actual 





By assessing the change in capacitance via CV, we have a powerful tool for measuring 
change on the surface of an electrode. This is especially useful if the electrode has anti-
fouling agents such as bovine serum albumin on the surface to prevent the binding of any 
non-specific material, allowing for a specific probe with a known capacitance where one 
can monitor the change in peak current retention over a number of cycles.  Despite all of 
its potential, cyclic voltammetry still lacks the element of direct quantification and is best 
used in tandem with other methods. One appropriate method for direct quantification of a 




Figure 1. 6. Differential pulse voltammetry with potential vs. time relationship (left) and current vs. 
potential resulting from this method in presence of an oxidizing species (right) 
 
Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) – Differential pulse voltammetry is one of the 
most widely implemented methods of electrochemistry for direct quantification of redox 
species using a complex waveform of potential vs. time. It is a derivative of two separate, 
simpler methods used in tandem; being staircase voltammetry (where the potential is 
increased in steps) and normal pulse voltammetry (where the potential is pulsed at 
regularly spaced intervals increasing in intensity) [47]. The resulting waveform, shown in 
Figure 1.6, results in a regular pulse on a steadily increasing potential. Current is then 
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measured on the pre-pulse and post-pulse periods and the difference between the two 
readings is reported. This method is sufficiently sensitive for quantitation because it 
minimizes the capacitive current that LSV and CV show very prominently. Without this 
capacitive current, subtle reactions such as the binding of an analyte in the femtomolar 
range, can be reported without the large background of capacitance formed via the 
physical interfaces of the electrode and the electrolyte.  
 
This method has been implemented with great success for the detection of multiple 
species at a time, provided their current peak potentials do not overlap. One classic case 
of this phenomenon is a dopamine, ascorbic acid, and uric acid multi-sensor [48]. All 
three of these analytes can be found in human blood but are able to be sensed 
simultaneously, as the different potentials required to detect the respective molecules are 
approached chronologically. As a result, one can see a peak for ascorbic acid, dopamine, 
and uric acid respectively in the same run. This has been successfully accomplished in 
systems with significant modifications to the electrode so that the reacting species’ 
interactions with the coating is specific and highly conductive. Such examples are 
dopamine detection with metal organic frameworks, transition metal oxides, or amino 
functionalized graphene [49-51]. 
 
While highly useful, DPV has issues that need to be mitigated with design. One issue that 
cannot be mitigated with design, however, is run-time. DPV is one of the slower methods 
utilized in electrochemistry as it typically scans between 2-10 mV s-1 in potential 
windows of 200-600 mV for most biosensors [52, 53]. Another prominent issue for DPV 
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is conductivity. While more sensitive than other methods, DPV needs highly conductive 
electrodes and coatings to mitigate impedance-related dampening of the signal. 
Furthermore, DPV is best for systems that rely on pristine environments or modifications 
to the electrode that prevent non-specific oxidation/reduction. If not considered, side 
reactions driven by the DPV potential vs. time waveform could elicit undesirable 
products, producing false positives or noisy background [54]. 
  
One potential strategy for this is to use differential pulse stripping voltammetry, which is 
available when using other similar methods such as square-wave voltammetry. In 
stripping voltammetry, a potential at which the reactant deposits and concentrates on the 
surface is held until sufficiently saturated. These deposition steps can be variable and run 
for as little as 30 seconds or potentially for hours. Then, the DPV program is run, and the 
layer accumulated on the surface is oxidized/reduced all at once, resulting in a prominent 
peak that can easily be detected by simpler potentiostat units. This strategy has been 
particularly effective for the deposition of metal ions such as lead, copper, and cadmium 
[55, 56]. This method is not limited to metal ions though and can be extended to complex 
biomolecules [57, 58]. 
 
Despite the great usefulness of the variety of electrochemical methods, voltammetric 
methodology alone cannot accomplish the need for a diverse array of biosensors required 
for the future. The implementation of new materials, composites, and electrolytes is key 
to innovating in electrochemical biosensors. While there are many potential inspirations 
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for new methods of detecting key molecules, finding inspiration in biology could be key 
to rapidly progressing biosensors from the lab to commercial and home use. 
 
Section 1.5. Bio-inspired Biosensors 
1.5.1. Incorporating Enzymes and Antibodies 
Inspiration from biological phenomena is not a new concept in biosensors and is actually 
frequently used in both industry and academia. The aforementioned blood glucometer 
utilizes glucose oxidase bound to a cellulose strip for coulometric detection of circulating 
glucose levels. Some electrochemical enzyme-linked immunoassays (ELISAs) function 
on the same principle as standard ELISAs but instead of quantifying absorbance in a 96-
well plate, they quantify an amperometric signal as in DPV or square-wave voltammetry 
[59]. As a well-established branch of electrochemical biosensors, immunosorbent assays 
have evolved into complex, unique systems. 
 
One important component of increasing effectiveness of these sensors is controlling 
orientation of the enzyme or antibody to maximize both binding potential and charge 
transfer. Studies have accomplished this via UV curing of conductive resins, redox 
mediators, and field-effect transistor arrays [60-62]. Despite the effectiveness of these 
techniques in achieving alternative methods for contemporary assays, electrochemical 
biosensors are not limited to simply borrowing whole macromolecules from organisms 







1.5.2. Mimicking structural and electrochemical properties for non-enzymatic assays 
Non-enzymatic assays are particularly attractive as a concept in electrochemical 
biosensors because they could avoid the shortcomings of enzymes and antibodies such as 
pH windows of stability, temperature limitations, binding interferents, and importantly, 
cost of preparation [63]. The precedent for non-enzymatic biosensors is great but there is 
a common theme of interferent-related loss of sensitivity because materials typically used 
for non-enzymatic sensing have a wide range of molecules with which they can react 
[64]. Increasing specificity through novel material coatings on the working electrode is a 
straightforward method for mitigating these common issues. 
 
Structural modifications to an electrode are an effective option for improving the catalytic 
performance of biosensors. In oxidation mechanisms where a particular material’s 
behavior is well-understood, as in carbon’s oxidation of dopamine, certain structures that 
lack significant redox activity can be used to expand the surface area and create porous, 
heterogenous composites that allow for more efficient catalysis [65]. So long as the 
matrix chosen is sufficiently conductive and inert to the desired environment, this 
principle can be extended to more complex mechanisms such as the in-vitro or in-vivo 
detection of neurochemical modulators in neural tissue grown directly on electrodes [66]. 
 
One promising class of materials with biologically active behavior are metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs). MOFs are metal ion nodes surrounded by organic linkages which 
form a complex structure that can exist as two-dimensional coatings, uniform 
nanoparticles, and star-shaped polymers among others [67]. The unique benefit of these 
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structures is that they exhibit behavior similar to biosynthesized molecules with metal 
ligands such chlorophyll or hemoglobin but can be tuned for unique behaviors and 
interfaces [68]. In this work, biomaterials were utilized for their structural and chemical 
features that mimicked their utility in nature to create new sensing platforms. 
 
Section 1.6 Bio-inspired Materials in this Dissertation 
1.6.1. Chapter 2 
In Chapter 2, the expansion of the surface area for lignin-derived activated carbon was 
investigated. This system was chosen because of several instances in biology where 
inspiration could be taken. The first inspiration was the Ampullae of Lorenzini, a 
electrochemical sensory organ in sharks and rays that consists of a series of small pores 
filled with the conductive glycosaminoglycan keratan sulfate. At the base of this pore lies 
nerve cells that are stimulated in response to subtle changes in potential caused by 
thrashing of prey, foraging behavior, and even the heartbeats of potential prey [69].  
 
Because this system has evolved to be highly efficient for many species in the 
Elasmobranch clade, it would stand to reason there are elements of the system that could 
transpose to electrochemical detection of redox phenomena. However, keratan sulfate 
was prohibitively costly and difficult to procure for use in large amounts needed for 
experimentation. To solve this, alternative polysaccharides with similar structural 
features were investigated. Kappa-carrageenan was chosen as the proxy for keratan 
sulfate due to its linear disaccharide structure, sulfate functional groups for ion exchange, 
and aqueous stable structures when formed as hydrogel [70, 71]. 
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To evaluate kappa carrageenan’s potential as a proxy for keratan sulfate, it was applied in 
a dopamine sensing platform in which oxidation was theorized to occur on graphene 
oxide suspended in the composite. 
 
1.6.2. Chapter 3 
In Chapter 3, the role of transition metal sulfides in nitrite oxidation to nitrite was 
investigated via the compound NiS. Nickel sulfide was chosen due to both its unique 
structural properties and its similarity to the catalytic centers of the class of enzymes 
associated with nitrite oxidation for nitrogen-fixing bacteria in the Nitrogen Cycle [72, 
73]. 
 
Bacteria often utilize transition metals in enzymes due to their excellent catalytic 
efficiency, but they are toxic in their ionic form and must be contained an organic 
structure. To serve this function, they generally coordinated to cysteine residues which 
are rich with sulfur to achieve homeostasis [74]. By directly utilizing a transition metal 
sulfide electrodeposited on the surface of a conductive carbon material, its efficiency as a 
catalyst for nitrite could be evaluated against more traditional methods. 
 
1.6.3. Chapter 4 
In Chapter 4, the cryoprotectant sugar trehalose was targeted because of its unique 
interactions with alkali earth metal ions. Trehalose had been found to form soluble 
complexes with magnesium chloride and calcium chloride when investigated as a route 
for fortification of dietary needs [75]. In fireflies, it was found to work in conjunction 
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with magnesium 2+ ions in magnesium sulfate to stabilize luciferin against thermal 
inactivation [76, 77].  
 
Verifying its interactions was accomplished by utilizing the alkali earth metal organic 
compounds magnesium phthalocyanine, magnesium meso-tetraphenylporphyrin and 
calcium meso-tetraphenylporphyrin as coatings containing a partially bound alkali earth 
metal ion for pre-concentration followed by oxidation of the sugar. 
 
1.6.4. Foreword 
This work attempts to apply biomaterials and their associated behaviors in novel 
implementations as electrochemical sensors. By utilizing their structural and 
electrochemical features, biosensing platforms with inspiration derived from natural 
occurrences were created. In each chapter, a new system is encountered with different 
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A novel electrochemical dopamine sensor was fabricated based on a composite film 
solely consisting of kappa-carrageenan and hierarchical porous carbon drop-casted onto a 
glassy carbon electrode in a conventional three electrode system. Graphene oxide was 
synthesized in a one-step thermal conversion from base-catalyzed alkali lignin. Five 
ratios by mass of a novel hierarchical porous activated carbon and kappa-carrageenan 
were studied for dopamine quantification without synthetic binders such as 
polytetrafluoroethylene. Various tests were performed to explicate structure and 
electrochemical properties of the films. Utilizing differential pulse voltammetry for 
detection, the optimized 10:1 ratio system elicited a linear range of 1 - 250 μmol L-1 and a 
limit of detection of 0.14 μmol L-1(S/N=3). Results suggested an effective new 






Dopamine (DA), an important neural signaling catecholamine, is a valuable analyte for 
determining healthy and abnormal functions in the brain and other nervous tissue. 
Irregularities in its blood serum circulating levels are a hallmark of pathologies such as 
Parkinson’s Disease, Alzheimer’s Disease, substance addiction, hypertension, and mental 
illnesses [78, 79]. DA is a prime candidate for electrochemical detection due to its 
predictable oxidation at 0.20 V – 0.25 V on carbon material electrodes [80-82]. While 
there are several methods for the electrochemical DA detection, one of the most reliable 
is differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) due to predictable potential windows of DA 
oxidation and a relatively short run-time [83]. Therefore, electrochemical DA sensors 
based on voltammetry offer great potential as a point-of-care (POC) technology for 
clinical and home use alike. POC systems could offer rapid, on-site monitoring and 
simple operation so that hospital staff and at-home patients with minimal training may 
operate the system on their own safely [84, 85]. Circulating DA levels in a healthy adult 
are approximately 2.31 nmol L-1, with Parkinson’s disease-afflicted individuals at 3.24 
nmol L-1 [86]. Achieving that level of sensitivity has proven to be difficult unless aided 
by costly materials such as gold nanoparticles or fluorescent probes[87, 88]. To fabricate 
a reliable electrochemical system that can accurately sense human serum levels of DA, 
new materials with unique DA interactions need to be sourced and applied.  
 
Carrageenan is a linear, sulfated disaccharide occurring in high concentrations in several 
species of red algae and frequently used in food gelling applications. It has proven to be 
an effective film-forming agent with ion conductivity-enhancing properties in 
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applications outside of food such as energy storage [89, 90]. Part of this behavior can be 
attributed to carrageenan’s formation of high-surface area, interlocking helices when 
dissolved in water and allowed to constitute to a gel [71, 91, 92]. One of the most readily 
available forms of carrageenan is the type kappa-carrageenan (KC). KC contains one 
sulfate group on the 4’ carbon of its α-galactose unit, providing an excellent site for ion 
transfer [93, 94]. It has long been known to have interactions at the nexus of the nervous 
and immune systems, primarily in stimulating nociceptors and inducing hyperalgesia 
(increased sensitivity to pain stimuli) in rat models  [95, 96]. Principally, this 
phenomenon is used to generate edemas for clinical trials, demonstrating a unique set of 
interactions with dopaminergic signaling, according to several studies [97-99]. This 
complex interaction provides a unique potential pathway to approach DA sensing work in 
conjunction with traditional carbon material-based biosensing. 
 
Carbon materials such as graphene oxide (GO) and activated carbon all offer a host of 
uses in electrochemical biosensing. GO, a 2D sheet of sp2 hybridized carbon, has 
garnered much attention in the electrochemical biosensing field due to its extremely high 
surface area, biocompatibility, and stability in adverse and benign environments [100, 
101]. Furthermore, GO can effectively enhance redox reaction signals from the 
interaction of materials and target molecules adsorbed on its surface [102, 103]. One of 
the major limiting factors for incorporating GO and GO-like materials into widespread 
use is its cost and complicated manufacture from pristine graphite by Hummer’s method 
[104]. However, new methods utilizing biomaterials as a source are being introduced to 
GO manufacturing processes. Many of these methods rely on Ni catalytic 
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thermochemical conversion or chemical vapor deposition [105, 106]. As an 
electrochemical DA sensing material, carbon materials like GO and porous carbon have 
led to major breakthroughs in sensitivity and selectivity [51, 106, 107]. Sourcing new 
carbon materials for DA in tandem with new polysaccharides such as KC could lead to 
valuable insights in the development of new POC DA sensors[108]. 
 
Herein, we investigated KC and a sheet-like, hierarchical porous activated carbon (GO) 
as an electrochemical DA sensor. We utilized our own lignin-derived GO as a novel 
conductive carbon material in conjunction with the KC to form a drop-casted composite 
film in varying ratios of GO:KC by mass to determine the optimal proportion of carbon 
material to polysaccharide for this application. The films were then tested for their ability 
to detect DA in phosphate-buffered saline solution at room temperature in neutral pH. 
The results were then compared to contemporary electrochemical DA sensors. 
 
2.2 Experimental 
2.2.1. Materials  
Dopamine HCl, kappa-carrageenan in its sodium salt form, potassium hydroxide flakes, 
and alkali lignin were purchased from Alfa-Aesar Chemical Reagent Co, Ltd (USA). No 






2.2.2. Synthesis of lignin-derived hierarchical porous activated carbon 
Alkali lignin was dissolved in 6 mol L-1 KOH in a 3:1 w:w ratio. The resulting viscous 
slurry was applied to Ni foam in a thin layer via spatula and allowed to dry in a vacuum 
oven overnight at 60 ℃. It was then converted directly on the Ni foam via a high-
temperature plasma torch utilizing atmosphere as the plasma source and took 
approximately 30 seconds to convert from shiny dark brown to matte grey in appearance. 
The converted material was manually scraped from the nickel foam surface and dried in a 
vacuum oven at 60 °C for 16 hours. Magnetic separation of nickel particles was 
implemented to reduce sample contamination post drying.  
 
2.2.3. Preparation of working electrode 
1 g of kappa-carrageenan (KC) was dissolved in 100 mL 1% acetic acid to form a 10 g L-
1 solution (100 mL total). The prepared GO was dispersed in water in a 4 g L-1 (100mL 
total) suspension and sonicated in an ultrasonic cleaning bath for 30 seconds followed by 
15 seconds of vortexing to achieve a homogenous black solution. The KC and GO stock 
solutions were combined in five separate 20 mL aliquots with ratios by solids mass of 
GO: KC (10:1, 5:1, 1:1) and KC: GO (5:1, 10:1) to investigate optimal material 
concentrations. 20 uL of each solution was pipetted onto the surface of a polished glassy 
carbon electrode (3 mm diam.) to completely cover the surface. It was then allowed to 




2.2.4. Physical characterization 
Crystal structure of GO was analyzed with powder X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku 
SmartLab, λ= 1.5418 Å). The scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-3400N, 
Japan) was utilized for imaging the sensing film. Transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) was conducted on a JEOL JEM-2100 electron microscope operating at an 
accelerating voltage of 200 kV. STEM-Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 
(Oxford) was used for elemental confirmation.  
 
2.2.5. Electrochemical characterization & measurements 
All electrochemical measurements were performed on an electrochemical workstation 
(CHI-760E, Austin, Texas) with a standard three-electrode system. A glassy carbon 
electrode (3 mm in diameter) modified with the GO: KC film, Pt wire, and Ag/AgCl 
saturated in a KCl solution were selected as the working electrode, counter electrode, and 
reference electrode, respectively. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was 
tested at a frequency of 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz at open-circuit potential with an AC 
perturbation of 0.005 V in 0.1 mol L-1 PBS solution, 7.1 pH. Cyclic voltammetry, scan 
rate 0.050 Vs-1, was tested in the potential range of -0.6 – +0.4 V for 4 cycles. 
 
Electrochemical determination was carried out in 0.1 mol L-1 phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) solution, 7.1 pH with 15 uL and 100 uL aliquots of 1 mM DA in 10mL of PBS 
solution. 5 seconds of magnetic stirring via stir bar was utilized after the addition of each 
dose of DA followed by a 2 second waiting period for solution turbulence to stabilize. 
Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) was chosen to quantify DA concentrations at a 
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scan rate of 0.004 Vs-1, amplitude of 0.05 V, pulse width 0.0167 sec, pulse period 0.5 sec, 
and quiet time of 2 sec in the potential range of 0.0 – 0.5 V. All tests were performed at a 
pH of 7.1 at 25 ℃. 
 
2.3. Results and discussion 
2.3.1. Film characterization and discussion 
The growing need for novel dopamine biosensing materials and matrices was the 
motivating factor for us to include kappa-carrageenan in this study. Utilizing a simple 
polysaccharide gel like kappa carrageenan is advantageous because it remains stable in 
aqueous, neutral pH solutions for months and is sufficiently conductive on its own [109]. 
This offers great utility for in-field and at-home biosensors because they offer a 












Figure 2. 1. Graphical schematic of the assembly and use of graphene oxide/kappa-carrageenan-based DA 
sensor on a glassy carbon electrode using differential pulse voltammetry 
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Figure 2.1. demonstrates the theorized assembly of the GO and KC on the surface of the 
glassy carbon working electrode. SEM images of the film are shown in Figure 2.5 -2.8. 
According to the SEM images, the GO:KC composite film appears to assemble as 
theorized in the Figure 2.1 schematic. In an aqueous neutral solution with the lignin-
derived GO, the KC helical strands are likely to extend from the surface of the 
hierarchical porous activated carbon and thus expands working electrode surface area for 
target molecule capture and shown in Figures 2.2A-C and S2.6 [110]. A higher surface 
area is evident in Figure 2.2C and Figure 2.2, where double-layer capacitance was 
calculated by cyclic voltammetry in a small, non-faradaic potential window at various 
scan rates, using the slope of current density vs. scan rate to confirm increased surface 
area [111, 112]. Without the interaction of the GO, KC forms a uniform, small-pored 










Figure 2. 2. Double-layer capacitance in 1X PBS for determination electrochemically active surface area 










































Figure 2. 4. A-C.) SEM images of 10:1 GO: KC @ 1mm scale, 500 um scale, and 100 um scale 
respectively D.) XRD spectra of 10:1 GO/KC film and pure graphene oxide (GO)) 
Figure 2. 3. Comparative XRD spectra of kappa carrageenan (KC), lignin-derived 






























To confirm chemical composition of the film, X-ray powder diffraction was utilized 
(Figure 2.3D and Figure 2.4). The characterization confirmed a signature peaks of GO at 
27.1° with a Miller Index of 002 confirm crystal lattice spacing of 0.35nm as shown in 
HR-TEM (Figure 2.3B). In the GO:KC film a broad band peak of 2θ=24° and smaller 
peak at 2θ=44° were observed, consistent with graphene and/or graphite [113]. KC was 
also present due to the broad peak at 24 degrees but was likely overshadowed by the 
broader carbon peak [114-116]. No peaks associated with Ni or NiO were located, 
Figure 2. 7. Pure kappa-carrageenan film at x2k and x5k magnification 
Figure 2. 8. Comparison of a pure kappa carrageenan film, a 10:1 GO: KC film, and a 10:1 GO: Chitosan film 
at x300 magnification 
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demonstrating a general success of simple magnetic separation of Ni from the sample 













The spacing of crystal lattice was characteristic of graphene oxide (Figure 2.9A) and 
0.35 nm spaced crystal lattice in the carbon material, consistent the XRD 002 reference 
[118]. There were nano-sized, regularly interspersed pores in the surface of the kappa-
carrageenan (Figures 2.9C-D). The high porosity in the surface of the GO can likely be 
attributed to the rapid conversion in atmospheric plasma at high temperatures followed by 
rapid cooldown, as referenced in a previous study using comparable, albeit slower, 
conversion methods [119]. KC’s pores are a result of the spaces left between the 
 
Figure 2. 9. TEM images @ 200kV A.) x2000 magnification of GO, B.) 10 nm scale HRTEM of GO 




interlocking helices of the linear disaccharide, which auto-assembles to this conformation 
after dissolving in water and subsequently constituting as a gel [120]. STEM-EDX 
(Figure 2.9D-G) confirmed presence of carbon and oxygen due to the GO and KC. 




To best capture the system’s performance in pH neutral, room-temperature media, all 
electrochemical characterization, except for Figure 2.11B in KFe(CN)6, was conducted 
in 0.1 mol L-1 PBS solution. Characterization has demonstrated comparable reactions to 
the control, a bare glassy carbon electrode, albeit at a higher amplitude in respect to 
current for differential pulse voltammetry, and cyclic voltammetry respectively, 
according to Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11. While initially DPV for GO:KC demonstrates 
a baseline of ~2 µA, storage of the solution lead to a significant drop in conductivity over 
a course of three months, shown in Figure 2.10. The loss of conductivity is likely 
attributed to the degradation of kappa-carrageenan into a related polymer poligeenan 
[121]. One study has shown a similar effect in weakly acidic solutions with pristine 
Figure 2. 10. Differential pulse voltammograms comparing performance of 10:1 GO:KC film when it was 
initially made and 3 months in storage as an aqueous solution vs. a glassy carbon electrode 
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kappa-carrageenan hydrolyzing to poligeenan [122]. Despite this loss in conductivity 
over storage, dopamine oxidation proceeded similarly in both new and 3-month-old 
solutions of GO:KC. Upon the addition of 5.75 µM DA, an oxidation peak of 0.23 V and 
0.22 V for the bare GCE and film-modified electrode were observed, respectively. In this 
potential range, dopamine is oxidizing to form σ-dopaminequinone, an unstable product 
that can result in the fouling of the electrode and a loss of conductivity as it forms an 












This fouling effect was investigated in Figure 2.11C, where cyclic voltammetry at 0.05 
V/s was carried out for 3 cycles in the presence of 5.75 µM of DA. For the GCE, the 
system remained relatively static over the course of the 3 cycles while the amplitudes of 
Figure 2. 11. Electrochemical characterization of the 10:1 GO: KC film vs. GCE, A.) EIS of electrode in 
0.1 M PBS with Randles equivalent circuit used for fitting B.) Cyclic voltammogram of 10:1 GO: KC vs. 
GCE in K4Fe(CN)6 C.) Cyclic voltammogram of 10:1 GO: KC vs. GCE D.) Electrochemically active 
surface area for GO:KC film vs. GCE 
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the oxidation and reduction peaks in GO:KC appeared to marginally increase. This could 
be a slight, but temporary effect of the dopamine oxidation products slightly expanding 
the surface area of the porous film. The oxidation reaction responsible for the peak in the 
0.2 - 0.3 V range is likely taking part on the GO and glassy carbon working electrode and 
is the dominating reaction for both the bare working electrode and this sensor. An 
additional redox reaction can be observed in the -0.2V - -0.1V potential window. One 
possible explanation could lie in the synthesis of the GO. Because the GO is catalyzed in 
a strong base and converted on the surface of nickel foam, there is a possibility of 
potential doping of an NiO species during the high temperature plasma conversion. NiO 
has been implemented as a DA sensor and shows similar redox behavior in that potential 
window [125]. 
 
To analyze conductivity, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was measured (Figure 
2.11A). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy demonstrated a lower Warburg 
impedance value of 86 Ω than the control glassy carbon electrode’s value of 94 Ω. This 
indicates that the 10:1 GO: KC improved conductivity of the system. Charge transfer 
impedance between the surface of the electrode and the film was found to be 20 Ω for the 
10:1 GO: KC film and 35 Ω for the GCE. This reflects similar instance of lower 
conductivity in the film. In KFeCN6, cyclic voltammetry was conducted to assess this 
change in conductivity. Figure 2.11B demonstrates an appreciable increase in the redox 


















To determine which ratio of material would be optimal for sensing DA, several 
concentrations of GO: KC were tested. It was hypothesized that due to GO’s higher 
conductivity than KC, the limit of detection would be higher with an increasing 
proportion of GO. This hypothesis was confirmed by differential pulse voltammetry in 
Figure 2.12. A pure KC film on a working electrode demonstrated slightly higher 
Figure 2. 12. DPV results of DA concentrations ranging from 150 nM – 5.75 uM, scanning rate 0.004 




sensitivity to dopamine than the bare working electrode, which suggests it has 
interactions with dopamine. As predicted, having a higher proportion of conductive 
carbon to carrageenan would both provide a higher amplitude of peak current and more 
sites for KC helices to adsorb physically. As a result, the limit of detection with a S/N=3 
was highest for 10:1 GO: KC at 0.15 μmol L-1 and a linear range of 1 μmol L-1 – 250 








Interestingly, the limit of detection did not scale uniformly with the increasing 
concentration of GO. Instead, the second highest limit of detection was determined to be 
1:1 GO: KC. The lowest limit of detection was encountered with the 10:1 KC: GO film. 
This would suggest that a type of threshold exists in relying on GO’s interactions with 
DA versus KC’s interactions with DA. Three replications in 10:1 GO:KC, shown in 
Figure 2.14, were conducted to demonstrate repeatability. Overall, the modified 
electrode’s  standard deviation was relatively low and suggested the system had high 
repeatability between coatings, Table 2.1,  











Table 2. 1. Statistics for three replications of 10:1 GO:KC composite film 
Data N total Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Minimum Median Maximum 
10:1 GO:KC 
Replications 3 1.77E-05 1.17E-05 4.55E-06 1.34E-05 4.83E-05 
 
This information could be useful in examining more extreme ratios of the two materials. 
One potential explanation for this phenomenon could lie in the orientation of the KC 
helices on the GO’s surface. KC’s helices best film forming occurs in 1.0-2.5% solutions 
by mass in 1% acetic acid [126]. In the 10:1-1:1 KC:GO ratios, this interaction between 
acetic acid and KC may have been disrupted due to the GO’s own interactions with KC 
and acetic acid. By having high amount of KC, GO’s interactions with KC dominate, 
while having lower amounts of KC still retain the film-forming properties of KC while 
avoiding most of the interactions between GO and KC. As shown in Figure 2.15, having 
a 5:1 ratio of GO:KC resulted in a slightly higher R2 value than the 10:1 GO: KC film, 




despite of its slightly lower sensitivity. Higher concentrations of KC resulted in more 




Figure 2. 15. Linear fit of -DPV peak current values of DA concentrations from 150 nM – 5.75 µm. for bare 
glassy carbon electrode, 10:1 KC: GO, 5:1 KC: GO, 1:1 GO: KC,  5:1 GO: KC, and 10:1 GO: KC 
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2.3.3. Comparison to contemporary electrochemical dopamine sensors 
As shown in Table 2.2, DA sensing with this research’s platform is competitive with 
contemporary systems of 2019 in terms of linear range and limit of detection. A major 
advantage the GO: KC film has over most DA sensors is its simple method of preparation 
and low-cost materials. Notably, no adhesive polymer such as PTFE, Nafion, or PVDF 
was necessary in adhering the film to the surface of the GCE. Instead, the adhesive 
properties of the composite itself were relied upon with a high degree of success. 
 
Table 2. 2. Comparison of this work to 2019 electrochemical sensors of DA, LOD based on S/N=3 for all 
studies 
a. PANI: polyaniline 















Onion-like carbon SWV 12-24 1.24 7.0 [127] 
Graphite/varnish ink DPV 30 – 800 0.13 6.1 [128] 
PANIa-Au NPsb/graphite DPV 1– 100 0.86 7.0 [81] 






To assess KC’s role in this system, it was compared to another commonplace 
polysaccharide, chitosan. 10:1 GO: Chitosan was synthesized in an identical method to 
10:1 GO: KC and is displayed in Figure 2.16. While initially competitive with GO:KC at 
low concentrations of DA, chitosan is unable to perform as well and is significantly less 
conductive, with a baseline of ~4µA compared to GO:KC’s ~20µA.  
 
The major benefit of KC in this is system is its conductivity and simplicity. With a 3’ 
SO4- group, there are significant opportunities for manipulation and functionalization 
[129]. One such study implemented a heavy metal ion sensing system with KC by 
forming a composite with the thiolated amino acid cysteine [130]. KC’s high surface area 
and labile properties were responsible for its high selectivity and sensitivity. In the future, 
other carrageenans could be investigated to assess the effects of location and number of 
the SO4- groups and whether they increase conductivity and stability of the 
electrochemical sensing platform. 
 
Figure 2. 16. Comparison of glassy carbon electrode, pure kappa carrageenan film, 10:1 GO: Chitosan and 




Having a higher ratio of GO: KC resulted in a higher limit of detection than other 
samples due to higher conductivity and subsequent amplification of the signal. Compared 
to other electrochemical DA sensors, this system demonstrates a high degree of 
sensitivity and ease-of-use. Improvements in selectivity and sensitivity as well as 
targeting different molecules could easily be in reach via functionalization of the kappa-
carrageenan and/or activated carbon. This research substantially extends the scope of 
materials that can successfully be applied to electrochemical DA sensing work. This 
system has much potential for future modification and implementation. Due to KC’s 
highly reliable gel forming properties at neutral pH and GO’s conductive, highly porous 
structure, this composite offers many avenues for future research. Carrageenan’s non-
starch, helical composition lends to a bio-inspired formation suitable to the detection of 
more than just DA. Heavy-metal ion sensing has already been investigated with KC 
utilizing a complex with l-cysteine to prevent sheet stacking on the electrode surface. 
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Nitrite is a natural byproduct of the Nitrogen Cycle and a food preservative that poses 
significant risks to human and animal health when encountered in large concentrations 
via food and water sources. To prevent significant exposure to the molecule, an effective 
electrochemical sensing platform was developed by a one-step electrodeposition of nickel 
sulfide on the surface of a glassy carbon electrode. The facile method produced a thin 
layer on the surface of the glassy carbon that was characterized with x-ray diffraction and 
scanning electron microscopy. The electrochemical performance of the system was 
linearly responsive to nitrite concentrations from of 0.04 – 1 μM, 1 – 5.3 μM and a 
detection limit of 0.01 μM and presented a promising new strategy to rapidly detect the 
molecule. Because the electrodeposition method was so simple, it offers the unique 
advantage of being transposable to multiple electrode types such as nickel foam and 
carbon fiber in the future. 













Nitrite (NO2-) is a naturally occurring oxyanion and an integral part of the nitrogen cycle 
that has many applications in food preservation, antibiotics, anti-corrosives, and 
fertilizers [47, 72]. Despite its value, nitrite is toxic due to its negative impact on the 
oxygen carrying capacity in the blood and its carcinogenic and cardiovascular effects 
upon long-term, regular exposure [131, 132]. Due to these potential health and safety 
hazards, the demand for highly accurate nitrite detection in drinking water, food products, 
and animal feed is great. To meet this demand, many strategies have been developed  for 
detecting nitrite including spectrophotometry, chromatography, and electrochemical 
methods [133-136].  
 
Electrochemical methods for detecting nitrite have the appealing advantage of being 
robust systems that are easy to use [137]. The primary non-enzymatic mechanism by 
which they detect nitrite involves the electrooxidation of nitrite to nitrate at a specific 
potential on the carbon or platinum working electrode in a three-electrode conformation 
[138]. In addition to this simplistic method of detection, electrochemical detection also 
relies on cheap, abundant materials and instrumentation in comparison to other nitrite 
detection systems [139]. While this process affords a rapid method to accurately quantify 
nitrite, it suffers from slow reaction kinetics on the traditional carbon-based working 
electrodes and requires modification to become competitive with other methods [140]. 
These modifications have included carbon nanotubes, transition and noble metal 
nanoparticles, metal organic frameworks, and graphene coatings among others [141-145]. 
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One promising option for modification of electrodes for electrochemical detection of 
nitrite is by mimicking chemical features in the redox centers of the enzymes responsible 
for their oxidation. Transition metal sulfides are present in the catalytic region of nitrite 
oxidoreductases containing molybdenum conjugated to sulfides and cysteine residues in 
the nitrifying bacteria Nitrobacter [73]. Nitrite oxidoreductases are the only known 
method employed by organisms to oxidize nitrite to nitrate and are key to the nitrification 
process in soils and water [146, 147]. Utilizing transition metal sulfides has already 
proven advantageous in other electrochemical applications such as energy storage and 
catalysis [148, 149]. Nickel sulfide is one transition metal sulfide that is particularly 
effective for nitrite oxidation. This is due to nickel’s already excellent catalytic activity 
and nickel sulfide’s ability to hydrogenate nitrogenous compounds [150]. Specifically as 
a nitrite oxidation catalyst, nickel sulfide has been employed successfully on carbon 
nanotubes for the detection of nitrite with a linear range of 1 µM to 4.2 mM [151]. Nickel 
sulfide is also environmentally innocuous and present throughout nature in mineral forms 
such as heazlewoodite and, furthermore, is simple to synthesize [152].  
 
Electrodeposition is one such way to synthesize transition metal compounds with unique 
structural properties such as nickel sulfide [153]. Utilizing electrodeposition, several 
studies have demonstrated the assembly of nanocrystalline layers with tunable properties 
based on the deposition potential waveform [154, 155]. The process also benefits from 
utilizing safer, more convenient buffers than traditional non-electrochemical methods 
which streamlines the process for future commercial implementation [156]. The 
deposition of transition metal oxides and sulfides is a growing option for increasing 
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conductivity and has seen increased attention in energy storage because of the variable 
oxidation state driving rapid redox reactions [157]. 
In this work, a nickel sulfide coating was synthesized via a one-step electrodeposition 
method. Next, the electrodeposited sample on a glassy carbon electrode (NiS@GCE) 
worked as the binder-free electrode for nitrite detection. Benefiting from the excellent 
conductivity of the GCE and more exposed active sites, the as-prepared electrode shown 
good electrochemical behavior to nitrite in buffer. Additionally, the in-situ 
electrodeposition method also provides a simple way to develop an electrochemical 




3.2.1. Chemicals and reagents 
Nickel(II) nitrate hexahydrate, thiourea, sodium nitrite, and PBS buffer solution were 
purchased from Fisher Scientific (USA) and used without further purification or alteration.  
 
3.2.2. Materials preparation 
Formation of NiS on the glassy carbon electrode (GCE) was achieved via electrodeposition 
by cyclic voltammetry in a nickel(II) nitrate (10 mM) and thiourea (10 mM) solution in 
water (7 pH). Parameters for the cyclic voltammetry deposition were a scan rate of 20 mV 
s-1 from -1.2 V – -0.1 V for 50 cycles with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a platinum 
wire counter electrode. 
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3.2.3. Physical characterization 
Structure of the electrodeposited NiS was evaluated using X-ray diffraction 
measurements performed on a D/Max-III (XRD, Rigaku Co. Ltd., Japan) using Cu Kα 
radiation λ = 0.15406 nm at a scanning rate of 5°/min and operated at 34 kV and 26 mA. 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S4800, Japan) was carried out to visualize 
structural features of the electrodeposited NiS versus bare carbon aerogel paper, which 
served as a proxy for the similar GCE. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was 
conducted on a JEOL JEM-2100 electron microscope operating at an accelerating voltage 
of 200 kV. STEM-Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) (Oxford) was used for 
elemental confirmation.  
 
3.2.4. Electrochemical measurements 
All electrochemical measurements were carried out using an electrochemical workstation 
(CHI 760E, CH instruments. Inc., USA) with a typical three-electrode system consisting 
of the working electrode (WE), counter electrode (CE) and reference electrode (RE). 
Herein, the glassy carbon electrode (GCE, 1*2 cm2) was used as the WE, the Pt wire and 
the saturated Ag/AgCl electrode as the CE and RE, respectively. The electrocatalytic 
performance of NiS@GCE was investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and I-t in 0.1 M 
PBS buffer solution (pH 7). The electrochemical impedance (EIS) measurements were 
performed inside the three-electrode electrochemical cell. EIS study was performed within 
frequency range of 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz with an AC amplitude of 10 mV. An equivalent 
Randles circuit model with Warburg impedance was used to fit the data to calculate the 
charge transfer resistance Rct for each catalyst system. All potentials were referenced to the 
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Ag/AgCl electrode if not specified. All the tests were carried out at room temperature 
(∼25 °C). 
 
3.3. Results and discussion 
3.3.1. Physical characterization of the NiS-modified Glassy Carbon Electrode 
Electrodeposition of NiS layers was achieved with cyclic voltammetry from -1.3 V – -0.1 
V for 50 cycles (Fig. 3.1). In response to the potential applied by cyclic voltammetry in a 
basic buffer, the reaction between Ni2+ ions from nickel nitrate with the negative sulfur 
ion liberated from the sulfide group in thiourea occurred, depositing NiS on the surface of 
the GCE. This resulted in an increasing oxidation potential at -0.1 V while scanning from 
the negative to positive voltage at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the 
increasing anodic wave signifying an increased oxidation potential at -0.1 V as well as an 










Figure 3. 1. Electrodeposition of NiS on the glassy carbon electrode using cyclic voltammetry, scan rate 20 
mV s-1 for 10 cycles. 
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To characterize changes in the surface of the electrode pre- and post-deposition, carbon 
aerogel paper was used as a proxy for the GCE due to their similarity in composition and 
conductivity. Scanning electron microscopy was performed to visually characterize the 
surface of the bare carbon electrode and demonstrates the bare carbon in Figure 3.2A. 
Post deposition, a thin layer of NiS can be observed as a fine residue on the carbon 
surface. Powder x-ray diffraction confirmed the addition of NiS in Figure 3.2D with 
small signature peaks of NiS indicating that NiS is present but may not be fully 
crystalline, as the peaks are broad and do not distinguish easily from the background of 
the carbon [158]. This suggests that unlike the previous study in nickel sulfide formation 
using high temperature (400-600°C), the electrochemical method of synthesis with 
thiourea and nickel nitrate presented in this paper omits the use of a time-consuming 
calcination step at the cost of a high degree of NiS crystallinity, which agrees with 
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To further examine the physicochemical properties of the material, transmission electron 
microscopy with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy was performed and are shown in 
Figure 3.3. EDX mapping and peak analysis indicated homogenous dispersion of Ni and 
S on the material’s surface, confirming its composition as NiS. STEM (top left) displays 
the semi-crystalline particles and is consistent with their appearance in other works [160, 
161]. These particles also appear similar in shape and appearance to the small residues 
found in Figure 3.2 on the surface of the carbon post-deposition. Overall, NiS 
electrodeposition onto carbon appears to successfully proceed in standard buffers but 
suffers from non-crystallinity because it lacks the conditions demonstrated by other 
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Figure 3. 2. Scanning electron micrographs of NiS electrodeposited on carbon as a powdery white layer 
with small individual crystals (A-C) at x500, x1000, and x2000 magnification and (D) powder x-ray 
diffractogram of bare carbon versus NiS on carbon (ICDD # 03-064- 
Figure 3. 3. STEM image of NiS (A) EDX data of NiS with Nickel in cyan (B), Sulfur in green (C), 
overlay of EDX surface maps (D) and peaks (E). 
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3.3.2. Electrochemical behavior of NiS@GC electrode 
Once deposition of an NiS layer was confirmed and NiS was evaluated with XRD and 
EDS, the prepared electrode was used in a 0.1 M PBS buffer solution (7.0 pH) to 
determine if a 0.1 M concentration of nitrite could elicit a distinguishable response using 
cyclic voltammetry (Figure 3.4). As Fig. 3.4 left shows, the potential of the rising anodic 
(oxidizing) current changes from 1.15 V to 0.95 V while oxidation potential at 1.2 V 
doubles from 1.0 x 10-5 A to 2.0 x 10-5 A. This response is in agreement with our previous 
nitrite detection on NiP and shows a similar increase in anodic current response as a 
result of the charge transfer from nitrite to the NiS layer coating the electrode [136].  
 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) confirmed a lower charge-transfer 
resistance (Rct) for the NiS modified electrode through the calculation of the semi-circle 
diameter of the Nyquist plot (Figure 3.5, right) . The bare GCE demonstrated an Rct 
value of 970 Ω while the NiS modified electrode’s Rct was significantly lower at 761 Ώ. 
A lower Rct value can be as a lower energy threshold required for the desired reaction to 
take place [162].   This notable decrease of charge transfer resistance confirms presence 
of NiS on the surface of the electrode and shows that reaction kinetics for NiS should be 








3.3.3. Electrochemical performance for nitrite sensing 
To verify if NiS is a suitable material as a catalyst for electrooxidation of nitrite, a bare 
GCE and the electrodeposited NiS@GCE were used for the detection of 0.1 M nitrite in 
PBS solution. Figure 3.5. demonstrates both a greater capacitance due to the larger 
overall area of the voltammograms as well as an increased sensitivity to nitrite with 
smaller overpotential (~0.95 V for GCE vs. 0.9 V for NiS). This lower energy 
requirement agrees with electrochemical characterization performed in this study and 
demonstrates that the more conductive NiS displays superior catalytic activity to glassy 
carbon. Figure 3.6. shows how the NiS@GCE electrode displays a symmetric 
voltammogram with greater peak current values at 0.6 V. This higher value and greater 
overall area of the voltammogram with increasing scan rate indicates that the double-
layer capacitance is higher for the NiS@GCE electrode than for the bare GCE, meaning 
that conductivity and surface area are correlatively high [163, 164]. 





































Figure 3. 5. Cyclic voltammograms of a bare GCE in PBS in absence and presence of 0.1 mM nitrite and 
NiS@GCE in presence and absence of 0.1 mM nitrite 
Figure 3. 4. Comparison of the bare GCE (black) to the NiS@GCE (red) using cyclic voltammetry, scan 
rate 50 mV s-1 (left) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, frequency=100 kHz to 0.1 Hz, AC 




Figure 3. 6. Cyclic voltammetry at 10 mV sec-1 – 60 mV sec-1 scan rates to assess double-layer 
capacitance of the NIS@GCE (A) and the bare GCE (B) in K3Fe(CN)6/0.1 M KCl solution. Slope of the 
charging current at 0.6 V versus scan rate (C) gives double-layer capacitance 
 
3.3.4. Electrocatalytic mechanism of nitrite oxidation 
To characterize the mechanism by which the NiS oxidized nitrite to nitrate and what may 
influence that mechanism’s efficiency, cyclic voltammetry was performed in 0.1 M PBS 
(7.4 pH) to assess the effect of scan rate on anodic current response of nitrate oxidation. 
Figure 3.7. demonstrates a linear correlation with the oxidation peak and the square root 
of scan rate as shown by the fitting equation ip GAI =  2.78 × 10LM N 1.66 ×
10L) 17 OP  GO = 0.9961I. This emphasized that the mechanism is dependent on diffusion 
of nitrite across the surface of the NiS electrode according to the Randles-Sevcik 
equation. This type of diffusion is common across the surface of electrodes and results in 
a linear relationship between scan rate and the square root of time [165]. 




Figure 3. 7. (a) cyclic voltammograms showing the effect of scan rate on anodic current response of nitrite 
oxidation at 1.2 V. (b) oxidation peak current values at 1.1 V versus their respective scan rates (c) peak 
current values versus the square root of the scan 
 
3.3.5. Amperometric response to nitrite 
Gauging the amperometric response of the NiS@GCE electrode versus time helps 
support the diffusion-based mechanism Figure 3.8 demonstrated as well as indicate the 
presence of any unexpected interactions at the surface of the electrode over a period 
during a held voltage while exposed to the analyte. In Figure 3.8, 0.1 mM nitrite was 
added to 0.1 M PBS (7.4 pH) to evaluate the relationship with the square root of time. As 
in Figure 3.8, the amperometric response versus the square root of time was linear and 
demonstrates the typical diffusion-controlled process for the detection of nitrite ions 




Figure 3. 8. (a) amperometric response of NiS@GCE to 0.1 mM nitrite in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.0) at potential 
of -1.2 V. (b) plot of I vs. t-1/2 derived from amperometric I-t curve (blue) with linear fitting (red) 
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Assessing NiS@GCE’s ability to detect different concentrations of nitrite was carried out 
with an i-t test with a 1.1V held potential to quantify amperometric response and 
establish a calibration curve. Figure 3.10 demonstrates the staircase-shaped response to 
nitrite in 0.1 M PBS with increasing nitrite concentrations of 0.01 μM x 10, 0.02 μM x 
10, 0.100 μM, 0.200 μM x 10, and 0.4 μM x 10 respectively in Figure 3.10A. Current 
stability was good for concentrations of 0.01 μM – 8000 μM as shown by the flat, stable 
current response of each dose. Linearity was found for two distinct ranges of data with 
0.01 – 1 μM (R2=0.9536) and 1 – 5.3 μM (R2=0.9934). Good linearity for both ranges 
separately suggests a slight change in reaction kinetics as more nitrite oxidizes on the 
surface of the NiS-modified GCE. This could be associated with fouling of the electrode 
resulting in a drop of conductivity in the system[166]. Using the slope of the calibration 
curve, 5.0797 x 10-5 A/μM was determined as the sensitivity of the system. At the lower 
linear range of the system, 6.5047 x 10-5 A/ μM was demonstrated, indicating a drop in 
sensitivity after ~1 μM concentrations. Potentially, nitrite could be fouling the surface of 
the electrode and contributing to this drop in sensitivity. Overall, these results are in 
agreement with our previous study of NiP@nickel foam [136]. The limit of detection was 
determined to be 0.01 μM (s/n=3) and a limit of quantification of 0.05 μM.  
 
For further improvement of the system, implementing more conductive materials such as 
graphene or carbon nanotubes to form a composite during the deposition step could allow 
for better overall sensing performance while maintaining the simplicity of the system. 
This would proceed by allowing the NiS to grow on a higher surface area material with 
higher conductivity than the bare glassy carbon electrode. As more nanotube/NiS would 
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deposit, more surface features would form providing area for seeding of NiS crystal and 
better development of the catalytic component of the system as found in our previous 
work implementing carbon nanotubes with cobalt phthalocyanine. In our previous work, 
this exhibited higher overall sensitivity than the current system and represents a realistic 
path forward for further increasing the utility of this novel platform [112]. Incorporating 
bimetallic complexes has also demonstrated improved electrochemical behavior in other 
transition metal sulfide-focused studies and has potential to improve nitrite detection via 
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B 
Figure 3. 9. (A) I-t  response at 1.1V  of NiS@GCE to 10 doses of 10 ɥL (black), 20 ɥL (red), and 100 ɥL 
(blue) of 0.01 mmol L-1 nitrite solution added to 10mL of 0.1 M PBS (pH 7) buffer solution in upper graph 
inlay giving a nitrite sensing range of 0.01 μM – 1 μM 
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3.3.6. Comparison to Other Electrochemical Nitrite Sensors 
Compared to other nitrite sensing platforms, as shown in Table 3.1., this platform 
performed well in the low concentration range, which is critical for detecting the trace 
amounts of nitrite that are generally responsible for continuous dosing in media such as 
baby formula and other similar food products. In higher concentration ranges, this 
platform was less stable and exhibited some effects that can typically be associated with 
fouling of the electrode and subsequent losses in conductivity. Because of this, it is 
noteworthy to assess for the effects of other  
  
Table 3.  1. Comparison of nitrite detection performance of this paper to contemporary electrochemical 
nitrite sensors 







Au Pd/rGO* Amperometric 0.05 – 1000 0.02 [169] 
Ag Nanoplatelets Amperometric 10 - 1000 1.2 [170] 
Β-MnO2** nanorods Amperometric 0.29 – 26090 0.29 [171] 
NiS Amperometric 0.04 – 5.3 0.01 [this work] 
 
*Gold-palladium on reduced graphene oxide 
 **beta-manganese dioxide nanorods 
 
3.4. Conclusions 
To conclude, a simplistic method to electrodeposit an NiS catalyst on a glassy carbon 
electrode was accomplished with cyclic voltammetry. The modified electrode displayed a 
robust electrochemical response to nitrite using the i-T method with a linear range of 0.04 
– 1 μM, 1 – 5.3 μM and a detection limit of 0.01 μM. The facile synthesis of the NiS 
layer on the electrode affords this method great versatility to a variety of working 
electrodes in a three-electrode system and presents a novel method to detect nitrite with 
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excellent stability and sensitivity. Improvements to the NiS@GCE could include the 
incorporation of conductive carbon materials such as graphene or carbon nanotubes to 
both increase surface area and conductivity as well as provide a space for seeding more 
NiS crystals versus the bare GCE. 
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Trehalose is a naturally occurring disaccharide synthesized by a large variety of microbes 
including deadly pathogenic Salmonella and E. coli. Despite its omnipresence, detection 
of trehalose is difficult and requires advanced chromatographic methods like HPLC-RID 
or LC-MS/MS. In this work, trehalose was rapidly quantified on a screen-printed 
electrode modified with three molecules: magnesium phthalocyanine, magnesium meso-
tetraphenyl porphyrin, and calcium meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin. Detection of trehalose 
consists of two steps: electrodeposition for 30 seconds at -1.2 V followed by 
electrooxidation via squarewave anodic stripping voltammetry. All samples were 
quantified in lysogeny broth at concentrations of 0.25 mM – 100 mM for n=4 trials with 
minimal processing. Of the three molecules, magnesium phthalocyanine displayed the 
greatest mean sensitivity at 1.89 x 10-5 A/mol but exhibited high standard deviation 
between trials. Magnesium meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin demonstrated a lower sensitivity 
but also the lowest standard deviation and highest linearity. Trehalose in broth data for 
the three molecules was then used as a standard calibration curve for detection of lysed E. 
coli trehalose grown in the same broth medium for 0h, 12h, 24h and 48h incubation in 
4°C and 37°C, respectively. Whole sample concentrations peaked in both 4°C and 37°C 
at 48h corresponding with the higher number of total colony forming units. Concentration 
per colony forming unit peaked at 12 h for 4°C while they linearly decreased for 37°C. 
Overall, the system demonstrated highly repeatable, rapid quantification of trehalose in a 






The need for rapid microbe-targeted biosensors is critical to preventing outbreaks in 
communities by monitoring the products they consume as well as ensuring quality in 
microbial processes like fermentation. Advancing such technology has been key to 
containing health hazards through rapid, robust systems that exist on-site in hospitals, 
meatpacking plants, and other facilities with a high potential of spread [172]. 
Electrochemical biosensors are a promising avenue of research for developing simple, 
fast detecting units which enables operation by minimally trained personnel or patients 
themselves [173-175]. Expanding electrochemical biosensing targets to molecules 
integral to many microbes’ survival would greatly advance our capabilities for 
monitoring infection, survival, and growth stages. Therefore, rapidly detecting the 
polysaccharide trehalose could allow real-time monitoring of a large host of microbes 










Figure 4. 1. 2D trehalose structure (left) and 3D Gaussian optimized structure (right) exhibiting α-1,1 bond between 
two D-glucose units 
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Trehalose is a non-reducing sugar naturally synthesized in organisms ranging from 
bacteria to the plant kingdom but is notably absent in vertebrates and most plants [179]. 
This molecule (Fig 4.1) consists of two α-glucose units bound by a 1,1 glycosidic bond, 
resulting in a disaccharide very resistant to acid hydrolysis with antioxidant and anti-
desiccant properties [180]. Several studies have concluded trehalose plays a large 
supporting role in pathogenicity and survival of E. coli, Salmonella spp., and 
Mycobacterium among other bacteria and fungi and may present an opportunity for 
detection of these organisms as a quantitative biomarker [181-183]. One such study 
concluded detection of trehalose and its enzyme trehalase’s activity in patient sputum 
could accurately detect active Mycobacterium spp. infections such as tuberculosis [184].  
 
In commercial meat and produce, trehalose is not inherently present in high 
concentrations of un-aged meat, fresh fruit, and vegetables except in cases of moderate to 
advanced contamination by E. coli, Salmonella, fungi, and other microbes [185, 186]. 
However, trehalose has gained widespread use as an additive to meat and processed 
products for its protective role from freezing and desiccation. This comes with the 
possible consequence of providing a rich support for bacterial growth for newly 
established pathogens on the products that were still within acceptable numbers during 
inspection [187]. Due to its growing potential use in the food industry and its role as a 
signature molecule in both fungi and bacteria, detecting trehalose has great potential for 




Current methods of detecting trehalose are highly sensitive but generally limited to lab 
settings. Until recently, high-performance liquid chromatography with a refractive index 
detector (HPLC-RID) was the only truly quantitative method for detection of trehalose 
[188]. In a study comparing contemporary trehalose detection options available, LC-
MS/MS, HPLC-RID, and a trehalase enzyme kit from only one commercial source were 
identified. These methods were all able to surpass a detection limit of millimolar levels of 
trehalose isolated from bacterial lysate but suffer from timely preparation and the need 
for costly equipment that would be unrealistic in most commercial food processing 
settings that require high throughput [189]. While highly sensitive systems as described 
in Hayner et al. 2017 are valuable, the working concentrations of trehalose in 
contaminated samples would likely not require such sensitivity for detection of bacterial. 
Bacterial trehalose concentrations in E. coli cultures have been evaluated and conclude an 
intracellular production rate of 20-200 mM of trehalose depending on environmental 
stressors [190, 191]. 
 
There are multiple natural phenomena that act as potential inspiration for the detection of 
trehalose. The catalytic centers of the trehalose-6-phosphate synthase (TPS) enzyme and 
the de-phosphorylating enzyme trehalose-6-phosphate phosphatase (TPP) present a 
unique opportunity for immobilizing trehalose to the surface of the working electrode. 
The immobilization of trehalose-6-phosphate which is driven by a Mg+2 ion in TPP is 
theorized to act primarily on the phosphate group but also shows interactions with 
hydroxyl groups present on the glucose subunits [192]. This behavior was better 
characterized with trehalose and some structural analogs such as maltose and acarbose 
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[193]. The importance of the Mg+2 ion in TPS and TPP has been confirmed by multiple 
sources through selectively removing the magnesium ion via EDTA, resulting in strongly 
reduced catalytic activity of the enzymes [192, 194]. Trehalose interactions with alkali 
earth metal ions are not limited to enzymes and are documented in alkali earth metal 
halide salts as well. These studies modeled an interaction of the Mg+2 and Ca+2 ions in 
MgCl2 and CaCl2 could preferentially form metal complexes via alkali earth metal ion 
interactions with O-4 and O’-4 for Mg+2 and O-3, O’-2 groups for Ca+2 on trehalose [75].  
The calcium-trehalose O-3, O’-2 chelation was further supported via crystallography in a 
follow-up study [195].  
 
In this study, we assessed the ability of alkali earth metal ions Mg+2 and Ca+2 in the 
molecules phthalocyanine and meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin as films on disposable screen-
printed electrodes to electrochemically deposit and subsequently quantify by oxidation 
the sugar trehalose using squarewave anodic stripping voltammetry. We then employed 
the non-enzymatic sensing platform as a method for quantifying E. coli trehalose in 
lysogeny broth culture liquid. 
 
4.2. Materials and Methods 
4.2.1. Chemicals 
Magnesium phthalocyanine (99% purity), Magnesium acetate tetrahydrate (>99% purity), 
Calcium acetate hydrate (99% purity), meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin (97%), methanol, 
reagent grade, sodium acetate (99% purity), dimethylformamide (DMF), D-(+)-trehalose 
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dihydrate, and lysogeny broth-Miller (granulated) (LB) were purchased from Fisher 
Science (USA).  
 
4.2.2. Alkali Earth Metal Porphyrin Synthesis 
Synthesis of magnesium (II) meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin (MgPr).  
Mg(OAc)2·4H2O (260 mg, 1.21 mmol) was added to a suspension of meso-tetraphenyl 
porphyrin (300 mg, 0.49 mmol) in 30 mL of DMF. Then the mixture was heated up to 
reflux, and NaOAc (40 mg, 0.49 mmol) was added. The reaction was kept stirring and 
refluxing under argon atmosphere overnight. After the reaction mixture was cooled to 
room temperature, the solvent was removed under vacuum and the precipitate was 
washed thoroughly by centrifugation with deionized water (20 mL×3) and MeOH (20 
mL×4) until the supernatant was colorless. The residue was dried in vacuum oven to give 
MgPr as a red purple powder (260 mg, 84%).  
 
Synthesis of calcium (II) meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin (CaPr).  
Ca(OAc)2·H2O (850 mg, 4.8 mmol) was added to a suspension of meso-tetraphenyl 
porphyrin (300 mg, 0.49 mmol) in 30 mL of DMF. Then the mixture was heated up to 
reflux, and KOH (400 mg, 7.13 mmol) was added. The reaction was kept stirring and 
refluxing under argon atmosphere overnight. After the reaction mixture was cooled to 
room temperature, the solvent was removed under vacuum and the precipitate was 
washed thoroughly by centrifugation with deionized water (20 mL×3) and MeOH (20 
mL×4) until the supernatant was colorless. The residue was dried in vacuum oven to give 
CaPr as a red powder (300 mg, 94%).  
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4.2.3. Experimental Setup and Measurements 
All electrochemical analysis was performed on a CHI-760E electrochemical workstation 
(CH Instruments, USA). 2.5 µL of a 2 mg/mL suspension of either magnesium 
phthalocyanine, magnesium meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin, or calcium meso-tetraphenyl 
porphyrin in THF was pipetted onto the carbon paste working electrode of a Dropsens 
DRP-110C screen-printed electrode (SPE) and left to dry at room temperature for 5 
minutes, allowing a film to deposit on the surface. The modified SPEs were then primed 
in 50 µL of phosphate buffered solution, 7.1 pH using cyclic voltammetry (CV) of the 
scanning range -1.2 - 0 V, 50 mV/s scan rate, 5 cycles.  
 
The primed electrodes were then calibrated to a blank 50 µL solution of either PBS or 
LB, ~7 pH using squarewave anodic stripping voltammetry (SWASV) with a 30 second 
deposition time, 2 seconds of quiet time, and scanning range from -1.2 - 0 V with a scan 
increment=0.004 V, pulse amplitude=0.025 V, and frequency=15 Hz. SWASV was then 
performed on 50 µL samples in PBS or LB containing the following concentrations of 
trehalose: 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0 x 10-7, 10-6, and 10-5 M to generate calibration curves on four 
separate SPEs. 
 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was measured in LB  to assess impedance 
changes before and after deposition of trehalose on the modified electrode. Parameters 





To assess double-layer capacitance (Cdl) of the modified SPEs before and after 
electrodeposition, cyclic voltammetry was implemented in a scanning range of 0 – 0.15 V 
at scan rates from 5 – 30 mV/s. The charging current at 0.1 V was then used to establish a 
linear regression versus scan rate to determine Cdl in Farads as given by Equation 4.1, 
where iC is charging current and v is scan rate [164]. 
 
0	 = :QR  (Equation 4.1) 
 
4.2.4. Physical Characterization of Metallophthalocyanine and Metalloporphyrins 
Working electrodes of the screen-printed electrode were cut and analyzed with scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-3400N, Japan) before and after electrodeposition to 
characterize changes resulting from trehalose interaction with dropcasted molecule. 
Attenuated total reflection - Fourier-transformed infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR, 
Thermo Nicolet 380 FTIR) was performed on the three molecules to confirm the 
structure in powder form. Powders were also dissolved in deuterated chloroform to give 
30 mg/mL for nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (H-NMR, Bruker Avance 600 
MHz). 
 
4.2.5. E. coli Growth Procedure  
A single colony of K-12 strain E. coli grown on tryptic soy agar was inoculated into 
Luria-Bertani broth (LB) (Fisher, USA). Once bacteria reached the mid-log phase, 100µL 
of bacteria suspension was added into each culture tube which  contains 10 mL fresh LB 
broth.  Culture tubes were placed in the incubator at 4°C and 37°C  for 0, 6, 24 and 48 
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hours. After the incubation time, series of dilutions of each sample were made from 
which 10 µL was plated on the agar plate and grown for overnight. The next day, the 
number of colonies was counted. Then, bacteria were autoclaved for 30 mins. After 
centrifugation, autoclaved broth supernatants were stored at -20°C until electrochemical 
testing.  
  
4.2.6. Density Function Theory Calculations 
The molecular orbitals and electrostatic potential energies (ESP) of magnesium(ii) 
phthalocyanine, magnesium(ii) meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin, calcium(ii) meso-tetraphenyl 
porphyrin, and trehalose were calculated using density functional theory (DFT) method, 
where the PM7 functional with 6-31+G(d) basis set were used as implemented in 
Gaussian 09 [196]. The geometries of each structure were fully optimized using the same 
level of theory prior to ESP and Molecular Orbital calculations.    
 
4.3. Results and Discussion 
4.3.1.Physical and Electrochemical Characterization of Metallophthalocyanine and 
Metalloporphyrins 
Following procurement of the powdered magnesium porphyrin and calcium porphyrin, 
the two synthesized metalloporphyrins were analyzed with ATR-FTIR, demonstrating 
signature bands of magnesium meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin ((d, 8H), 7.82-7.70 (m, 12H); 
FT-IR: 1666, 1597, 1481, 1443, 1334, 1203, 1180, 1072, 995, 795, 756, 710 cm-1) and 
calcium meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin (1473, 1443, 1350, 1073, 964, 872, 795, 725, 694 
cm-1). H-NMR of the metalloporphyrins demonstrated peaks signature of the synthesized 
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MgPr (δ (ppm) 8.88 (s, 8H), 8.26 (d, 8H), 7.82-7.70 (m, 12H) and CaPr (δ (ppm) 8.88 (s, 
8H), 8.25 (d, 8H), 7.88-7.68 (m, 12H) [197, 198]. Commercially, few alkali-earth 
metallophthalocyanines and metalloporphyrins are readily available, with MgPc being a 
notable exception. Their synthesis, however, is straightforward and relies on simple 
processing which make them an attractive option for cost effective catalysts. 
Additionally, the preparation of these compounds lacks the use of caustic, 




















Figure 4. 2. Chlorophyll A and Chlorophyll B (A, B) compared to Magnesium phthalocyanine and 
magnesium meso-tetraporphyrin (C, D) 
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It is worth noting that the structures between MgPc, MgPr, and the naturally occurring 
chlorophylls are remarkably similar as chlorophyll consists of a Mg+2 ion in a porphyrin 
ring, comparison shown in Figure 4.2. These structural similarities may also extend to N 
or O donor ligand binding capabilities and help explain some of the electrochemical 
behavior displayed by the three molecules to binding trehalose. Magnesium 
phthalocyanine demonstrates a similar mechanism which was investigated in its 
interactions with oxygen in water molecules  [199]. These interactions demonstrated clear 












An increase of double-layer capacitance in the system post-deposition was confirmed 
with Cdl measurements. These results demonstrate a greater than 4-fold increase in 
double-layer capacitance for all three molecules (Figure 4.3). Electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy conducted on the molecules demonstrated an appreciably higher 
impedance in MgPc at 92 kΩ, 22kΩ higher than the bare carbon paste working electrodes 
Figure 4. 3. Non-faradaic charging current of cyclic voltammograms at scan rates of 5-25 mV/s where 
slope equals double layer capacitance (Cdl) and is directly correlated to electrochemically active surface 
area. Black is the uncoated carbon paste screen-printed electrode, red denotes drop casted molecule on the 
working electrode, and blue represents the electrode post 30 sec of electrodeposition of 10mM trehalose in 
LB for A. MgPc, B. MgPr, and C. CaPr 
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of the DRP-110 SPEs. Impedance became significantly reduced to 2.9 kΩ following a 30 
second deposition of 500 nmol of trehalose (50µL of a 10 mM trehalose in LB solution). 
Conversely, the two porphyrins MgPr and CaPr resulted in a lower impedance post-drop 
casting and a significantly lower impedance post-electrodeposition (Figure 4.4). This 
may possibly be the result of the geometry of the molecules, shown optimized in Figure 
4.5 with ESP maps. While MgPc has a mostly planar conformation, MgPr and CaPr 
demonstrate a saddle-like shape with the positively charged region of the molecules in a 
pocket-like structure. The high impedance can be attributed to the contents of the LB as it 
consists of Casein Peptone 10 g/L, Yeast extract 5 g/L, Sodium Chloride 10 g/L. Despite 
these intrinsic potential interferents, the system still showed significant reduction in 














Figure 4. 4. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy Nyquist plots of an uncoated electrode (black), coated 
electrode (red), and a coated electrode with trehalose deposited on the surface for A. MgPc, B. MgPr, and C. CaPr. 
Parameters for EIS were 100kHz to 0.1 Hz at open-circuit potential with an AC perturbation of 0.005 V. 
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To better understand potential interactions between trehalose and the drop-casted 
molecules in this experiment, density functional theory calculations were used to assess 
highest occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO-
LUMO) interactions between the analyte sugar and the metallophthalocyanine or 
metalloporphyrin coatings (Figure 4.6.) (values in Table 4.1). Modeling of the LUMO of 
the metallophthalocyanine and metalloporphyrins demonstrated that the positively 
charged alkali earth metal ion in MgPc is easily accessible due to its dish-like,  nearly-2D 
shape. This shape makes the Mg+2 easily accessible for nucleophilic attack by a variety of 
oxyanions and can result in stacking of MgPc due to water molecule conjugation. These 
complexes can spontaneously assemble in aqueous solutions and may negatively impact 
catalytic activity [199]. This was observed when MgPc in THF solution was left in 
ambient temperature overnight. The solution changed from royal blue to green and all 
interactions with trehalose did not appear to proceed resulting in unchanged values in 
A B C 
Figure 4. 5. Electrostatic Potential maps with Gaussian optimized 3D geometry of magnesium 
phthalocyanine (A), magnesium meso-tetraphenylporphyrin (B), and calcium meso-tetraphenylporphyrin 
(C). The red regions indicate a negative charge while green regions indicate a positive charge. 
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both EIS and Cdl. Due to this behavior, all solutions had to be made the day of testing and 
could not be reused on subsequent days. Electrodes with dry, drop-casted films of MgPc 
did not display the same loss of reactivity with trehalose or color change which may 
imply water or free oxyanions being a factor in its short shelf life as a solution. The 
porphyrins’ LUMO is less accessible due to the 3-dimensional saddle-shape as shown in 
Figure 4.6B & 4.6C. This conformation likely prevents the stacking with water 
molecules as observed in the more accessible LUMO of the flatter MgPc molecule that is 
open for nucleophilic attack but still allows for reactions with negatively-charged oxygen 















A B C 
Figure 4. 6. Theorized interactions of HOMO of trehalose (blue) interacting with LUMO of the 
drop casted molecule A.) Magnesium phthalocyanine, B.) Magnesium porphyrin, and C.) Calcium 
porphyrin. HOMO-LUMO values for each molecule pictured available in Table S1. 
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Table 4. 1. HOMO-LUMO energies and their corresponding energy gaps for the three alkali earth-metal 
organic frameworks and the analyte, trehalose. Energies calculated using PM7 functional with 6-31+G(d) 
basis set were used as implemented in Gaussian 09. 
 
4.3.3. Visualizing the Deposition of Trehalose 
For visualization of the deposition event on the coated electrodes, SEM was utilized. 
Figure 4.4 demonstrates the coated electrodes before and after the deposition of 500 
nmol of trehalose (50µL of a 10 mM trehalose in LB buffer, 7.2 pH) and directly 
correlates to the Cdl and impedance of Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. Thin films 
coatings can be seen in the post-deposition photos for MgPc, MgPr, and CaPr in Figure 
4.7D, E, and F. The formation of the films is incomplete and results in gaps and fissures 
evident on the surface. Deposition of monosaccharide and polysaccharide films on 
transition metals is evident with some self-assembled dendrite formation witnessed and is 
particularly evident on copper with multiple disaccharides however little is available on 
its behavior with alkali earth metal solid compounds [201] [202]. The behavior of the 
trehalose may also follow similar behavior and be taking part in a self-assembly event 









Energy Gap (Eg) 
[eV] 
Magnesium Phthalocyanine -5.605 -44.327 38.722 
Magnesium meso-tetraporphyrin 7.891 -37.143 45.034 
Calcium meso-tetraporphyrin 1.361 -37.416 38.777 
















4.3.4. Electrochemical Quantification of Trehalose 
For the quantification of trehalose, squarewave anodic stripping voltammetry was used 
due to its conveniently short run time and quantitative ability which has been assessed 
frequently in the deposition and subsequent detection of heavy metal ions in complex 
media. The deposition voltage of -1.2 V was chosen because it was sufficiently negative 
to drive deposition of trehalose to peak levels in 30 seconds without initiating a hydrogen 
evolution reaction in the buffer that higher voltages would have elicited [203]. Screen-
printed electrodes were used as opposed to a standard three-electrode system because 
they are relatively cheap, robust, disposable, and they enable the testing of 50µL samples 
rather than a sample large enough to immerse three separate electrodes. This mitigates the 
amount of sample needed to be sacrificed for testing and limits exposure to the operator.  
A 
D E F 
B C 
Figure 4. 7. SEM images at 500x magnification, V accelerating voltage showing before (top) and after 
(bottom) electrodeposition of thin trehalose films at -1.2 V on magnesium phthalocyanine (A, D), 




As shown in Figure 4.8 (top) interaction with increasing concentrations of trehalose in 
LB resulted in oxidation peaks with highly linear correlation at -0.452 V and -0.248 V. -
0.248 V was chosen as peak potential for all three molecules because its peak current 
linearity was greater than R2 = 0.99 despite not displaying defined peaks in the two meso-
tetraphenyl porphyrin-coated treatment groups MgPr and CaPr. Table 4.2 shows limit of 
detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) for the three dropcasted screen-
printed electrodes.  MgPc displayed a higher sensitivity to trehalose concentration with 
the value 1.89 x 10-5 A/M twice as sensitive as MgPr but varied greatly between its four 
trials. MgPr and CaPr performed more reliably with very low standard deviation despite 
Figure 4. 8. Baseline corrected square-wave stripping voltammograms (top) and calibration curves for 
currents at 0.248 V for n=4 (bottom) of trehalose in LB at concentrations of 0.25 mM – 100 mM for MgPc 
(R2=0.9921), MgPr (R2=0.9966), and CaPr (R2=0.9887). Parameters for SWASV are a 30 second 
deposition time, 2 seconds of quiet time, and scanning range from -1.2 - 0 V with a scan increment=0.004 
V, pulse amplitude=0.025 V, and frequency=15 Hz. 
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their lower sensitivities. Interestingly, CaPr displayed an additional oxidation peak that 
shifted to lower potentials with increasing concentration when compared to MgPc and 
MgPr. This may be owed to Ca+2 higher reactivity. Ca+2’s reactivity could also be an 
explanation for why its linear response to trehalose is lower than the two Mg+2 molecules 
as it may have interacted with less specificity towards trehalose and instead formed 
complexes with components of the LB. Due to MgPc’s unpredictable performance and 
instability and CaPr’s poor linearity, MgPr was determined to be optimal for repeatable 
detection of trehalose with its optimal LOD of 0.195 mM versus MgPc’s 0.198 mM and 
CaPr’s 0.610 mM. 
 
Table 4. 2.  Comparison of alkali earth metal-organic framework-based squarewave anodic stripping 









(S:N = 3) 
(mM) 
LOQ 
(S:N = 10) 
(mM) Reference 
HPLC-RID* 7.3 0.33.00 0.6 2.2 [189] 
LC-MS/MS** 7.3 0.31.00 0.000022 0.000028 [189] 
Trehalase Enzyme Kit 7.0 1.00.00 0.0063 0.021 [189] 
SWASV*** (MgPc) 7.2 0.00.45 0.198 0.660 This work 
SWASV*** (MgPr) 7.2 0.00.45 0.195 0.495 This work 
SWASV*** (CaPr) 7.2 0.00.45 0.61 3.3 This work 
*HPLC-RID (high-performance liquid chromatography-refractive index detector) 
 **LC-MS/MS (liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry) 
 ***SWASV (Squarewave anodic stripping voltammetry) 
 
4.3.5. Trehalose Detection as a Monitor of E. coli Activity 
After assessing the three coatings’ ability to detect and quantify added trehalose in LB, E. 
coli were inoculated in a new trial to assess whether the three treatments could quantify 
trehalose synthesized by the bacteria. E. coli, like many bacteria, synthesize trehalose 
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from glucose via the trehalose synthase controlled by otsA and otsB expression for 
osmoregulation in extreme environments [204, 205]. Trehalose is essential for viability of 
bacteria in cold environments, so it was valuable to investigate whether an increase in 
trehalose production per viable bacterium could be assessed via the novel electrochemical 
platform. Because the system was calibrated in the complex LB medium, interferents 
from the LB could be negated and would have to be a result of E. coli metabolites. 
Figure 4.9 demonstrates trehalose quantification via fitting to the linear log calibration 
curve for all three molecules with slight variation between MgPc, MgPr, and CaPr. 
Original data show an exponential increase in trehalose concentration until 24 hours for 
both 4°C and 37°C treatment groups of E. coli in LB. However, after corrected to 
trehalose concentration per colony forming unit (CFU), an interesting trend arose. For 
4°C, E. coli appeared to have a significant increase in trehalose per CFU, peaking at 12 
hours of incubation. Following that point, trehalose concentration decreased as well as 
the growth rate of bacteria. Conversely, for the 37°C group, trehalose concentration per 
CFU linearly decreased with time.  
 
One explanation for this phenomenon could be that the E. coli exposed to a cold 
temperature upregulated expression of genes associated with trehalose production in 
order to stay viable until becoming dormant in the cold temperature between 12 and 24 
hours of incubation [205]. The benefit of the proposed electrochemical system is that it 
can measure these fluctuations in real-time (post ~15 mins of autoclaving or potentially 
faster with lower volumes of sample) without requiring lengthy processing. This 
distinction could add utility to current viable count methods as it lacks the 
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Compared to contemporary methods of sensing, MgPr-modified SPEs have a lower LOD 
and LOQ than HPLC-RID and require much less processing and run time than LC-
MS/MS and the trehalase kit. Electrochemical systems have the added ability to be 






















































































































Figure 4. 9. Trehalose concentrations measured from E. coli lysate in lysogeny broth using screen-printed 
electrodes modified with MgPc (black) MgPr (red) and CaPr (blue). Values were measured in Amperes at 
0.248 V using squarewave anodic stripping voltammetry and calculated from calibration curves of MgPc, 
MgPr, and CaPr in Figure 5. A and B (top) depict concentrations with standard deviation of whole volume 
concentration of trehalose for 4°C and 37°C grown E. coli. C and D (bottom) are corrected to show peak 
current value per colony forming unit of E. coli. Parameters for SWASV are a 30 second deposition time, 2 
seconds of quiet time, and scanning range from -1.2 - 0 V with a scan increment=0.004 V, pulse 
amplitude=0.025 V, and frequency=15 Hz. 
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engineered as point-of-care devices and Internet-of-Things compatible for remote and on-
site use as opposed to chromatography and spectroscopy-based methods [175].   
 
4.4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we investigated a new approach for applying the commercially available 
magnesium phthalocyanine as well as our synthesized magnesium porphyrin and calcium 
porphyrin to electrochemically detect the polysaccharide trehalose via SWASV as a drop-
casted film on a screen-printed electrode. The study was focused on characterizing the 
unique interactions the disaccharide trehalose has with alkali earth metal ions in the +2 
state, forming thin films visible with SEM and greatly increasing the double layer 
capacitance of the working electrode. All three molecules demonstrated highly linear 
calibration curves but alkali earth metal meso-tetraphenyl porphyrins had higher 
repeatability and lower standard deviation than magnesium phthalocyanine, in part due to 
their stability. Between the two porphyrins, the magnesium(ii) meso-tetraphenyl 
porphyrin displayed the best performance. As trehalose sensing has little to no precedent 
in both on-site enzymatic and non-enzymatic sensing, this sensor is the first of its kind 
and has potential to offer great utility in a multitude of medical, agricultural, and 
industrial safety and quality control applications. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
5.1.1. Overview 
Electrochemical biosensors are a rapidly developing technology that continues to 
diversify and develop to meet the growing need for accurate and simple detection 
systems such as point-of-care devices. Utilizing redox reactions or changes in 
conductivity allows detection of analytes that were previously tedious or time-consuming 
to quantify through standard methods such as HPLC or GC-MS. In this work, the 
application of biomaterials to electrochemical biosensors was accomplished for analytes 
in three distinct systems.  
 
5.1.2. Chapter 2 Conclusion 
In the first experimental chapter, Chapter 2, a novel system applying lignin-derived 
graphene oxide and kappa-carrageenan in a composite film of various ratios was created. 
Kappa-carrageenan was chosen due to its unique effects on the nociceptor system and 
dopamine levels when administered to rats to stimulate analgesia as well as its structural 
similarity (two sulfate groups on a disaccharide structure) to the highly conductive 
glycosaminoglycan, keratan sulfate. This film was drop casted on the surface of a glassy 
carbon electrode and used to detect dopamine in 0.1M PBS solution by oxidizing 
dopamine on the surface of the graphene oxide to σ-dopaminehydroquinone. The 
optimized sensor exhibited a linear range of 1 - 250 μmol L-1 and a limit of detection of 




5.1.3. Chapter 3 Conclusion 
In Chapter 3, nickel sulfide was electrodeposited onto the surface of a glassy carbon 
working electrode and then utilized to amperometrically detect nitrite via its 
electrooxidation to nitrate in 0.1M PBS. Nickel sulfide was chosen as a mimic to the 
catalytic center of nitrogen fixing bacteria’s nitrite to nitrate specific enzymes, which are 
also transition metal sulfides. The two distinct linear ranges exhibited were 0.04 – 1 μM, 
1 – 5.3 μM of nitrite and a detection limit of 0.01 μM. The facile synthesis, cost-effective 
reagents, and excellent performance at low concentrations of nitrite confirmed the 
usefulness of this platform and created potential for future modification through adding 
conductive materials. 
 
5.1.4. Chapter 4 Conclusion 
For Chapter 4, the cryoprotective sugar trehalose was chosen as an analyte to detect as a 
correlation to microbial presence in complex media due to their increased production of 
trehalose in cold, dry environments. Alkali earth metallophthalocyanine, magnesium 
phthalocyanine, and alkali earth metalloporphyrins, magnesium meso-tetraphenyl 
porphyrin and calcium meso-tetraphenylporphyrin were chosen as modifications for the 
screen-printed electrode. This was due to literary evidence of unique structures formed 
between trehalose and alkali earth metal ions of a +2 charge. To calculate potential 
interactions between these molecules and trehalose, density functional theory was used to 
predict HOMO-LUMO interactions. Magnesium phthalocyanine was predicted to be the 
most reactive with trehalose due to its smaller energy bandgap and did display the highest 
current response but performed inconsistently between trials. Out of the three alkali earth 
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metal molecules, magnesium meso-tetraphenylporphyrin performed best with the 
smallest standard deviation between n=4 tests in Luria-Bertani broth.  
 
5.2 Future Directions 
5.2.1. The Future of Electrochemical Biosensing Platforms 
Despite the limitations of electrochemical biosensors, they are an exciting prospect for a 
future of simplified sensors with easy-to-use protocols and green components. The great 
benefit of electrochemical sensors is that they do not have to exist in isolation and can be 
synergistic with existing technology rather than replacing it outright. A promising 
example of this type of combined technology is electrochemical high-performance liquid 
chromatography. This system, which has developed remarkably over the past three 
decades, consists of an electrochemical sensor utilized in an HPLC post-column to detect 
elution peaks in amperes rather than absorbance, eliminating the need for a UV signature 
and allowing a more customizable system for highly sensitive quantification [206-208].  
 
Electrochemical ELISAs have seen similar improvements by moving the assays away 
from absorbance toward electrochemical or electrochemistry-driven chemiluminescence 
for quantification that exceeds the standard ELISAs [209, 210]. Similarly, coupling 
electrochemistry with disposable lateral flow tests has had great success in recent years, 
relying on the conjugation of antibodies with a redox probe or other easily quantifiable 
material to monitor binding events. This innovation is transforming what was once a 
semi-quantitative test with difficult data processing to a simplistic quantitative 
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technology [211, 212]. In future iterations of the research presented in this dissertation, 
several major considerations could be made. 
 
5.2.2. Stabilizing the GO:KC Film 
For dopamine sensing with the proposed GO:KC film in Chapter 2, stability of the film as 
a stock solution was poor following an extended period. Cross-linking the kappa 
carrageenan with stabilizing agents such as calcium chloride or introducing another 
polysaccharide (e.g., agar, other carrageenans) could potentially improve performance for 
stability but may come at the cost of conductivity. With a lower overall conductivity, 
sensitivity of the platform could see a mild to drastic decrease due to the insulating 
properties of other polysaccharides or changes to surface area due to cross-linking the 
gel. 
 
To solve this, the carrageenan could be phosphorylated to drastically improve 
conductivity prior to synthesizing the composite GO:KC film as in Liew et. al 2017 
[213]. Briefly, 10g of a carrageenan blend of kappa- and iota-carrageenans could be 
dissolved in 500mL of 1% glacial acetic acid, adding 5g of phosphoric acid in 50mL of 
deionized water with 5mL of formaldehyde simultaneously at 70°C and maintaining 
temperature while mixing for 8h until a pale-yellow solution forms. Then the solid could 





5.2.3. Fine Tuning the Structure of NiS and Boosting Catalytic Efficiency 
One of the primary ways the NiS nitrite oxidation sensor could be improved is through 
the nano-structure of the catalyst itself. While sufficiently effective in its electrodeposited 
form, there is potential to increase NiS catalytic effiency through calcination to form 
better crystalline structure [158]. The semi-amorphous NiS deposited on the electrode in 
Chapter 3 suffered from slowing reaction kinetics. As a result, it is likely that the linear 
range shifted midway through the detection range due to a loss of conductivity. 
 
5.2.4. Incorporating Conductive Carbon Materials in the Alkali Earth Metalloporphyrin-
based Trehalose Sensor 
Because the electrochemical trehalose sensor has the least precedent in literature, it also 
has the greatest potential for improvement as a sensing platform. Chapter 4 verified that 
there is some degree of interaction between the trehalose sugar and alkali earth metal ions 
in complex media such as LB on its own but it lacked a significant conductivity, 
especially in the meso-tetraphenylporphyrin compounds. To improve this factor, the 
compounds could be dropcasted or electrodeposited on conductive carbon nanotubes as 
accomplished in previous work [112]. 
 
Being phthalocyanine and porphyrins respectively, the three molecules in Chapter 4 have 
potential for functionalization to form metal organic framework coatings with covalent 
linkages between molecules rather than self-assembled films as in dropcasting. This 
could also greatly enhance conductivity and prevent nonspecific interactions with the 
ring-shaped phthalocyanine and porphyrin molecules [214, 215].  
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SUMMARY: 
Salmonella contamination poses great risks to human health and the beef product industry 
alike. In the USA in 2018, >12 million lb. of beef was recalled due to Salmonella alone. 
To prevent more recalls and potentially devastating health crises, a new Salmonella 
sensor based on graphene is being proposed. The sensor will utilize a composite of 
biomass-derived graphene and cheap, natural polymers to quantify Salmonella 
metabolites and ultimately a specific biomarker gene of Salmonella through their 
electrochemical signatures. Preliminary studies with these materials and the model 
molecule dopamine have already demonstrated a limit of detection of 5 x 10-8 mol/L (~80 





STATEMENT OF PROBLEM: 
According to the USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service’s Summary of Recall Cases, 
12,093,271 lbs. of raw non-intact beef were recalled for Salmonella contamination in 
2018 [216]. Additionally, anti-microbial resistant (AMR) Salmonella cases have reached 
~6,200 culture-confirmed infections in the United States by December 2016 [217]. A 
prominent form of this AMR Salmonella is the Dublin serotype, a cattle-adapted type of 
the pathogen . There is a clear, negative relationship between the rise of zoonotic 
Salmonella contamination and the food industry that needs to be addressed through 
preventative measures that spare consumers from potentially lethal health risks and 
minimize product loss for beef producers. The optimal solution to both issues is rapid, 
more reliable detection of Salmonella contamination in beef animals and beef products 
alike. 
 
Currently, Salmonella detection in beef products relies heavily on polymerase-chain 
reaction (PCR), which selectively replicates the DNA of chemically degraded Salmonella 
using a single-stranded primer and selected enzymes in order to have enough DNA to 
quantify via fluorescent tag molecules [218]. While usually highly accurate, this process 
requires many temperature cycles and has proven to be less than efficient at preventing 
large-scale recalls due to its time constraints and expertise requirements. Similarly, agar 
plates cultured from swabs of meat samples are used to count colony forming units 
(CFUs). This requires considerable time (>24 hrs.) to achieve a quantifiable level of 
growth from samples of contaminated products. By which time, they may have already 
contaminated clean products and inoculated more Salmonella. To combat these 
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shortcomings, producers need access to real-time detection systems so that they may 
protect consumers and prevent loss of valuable products. 
 
RESEARCH AREA ADDRESSED:  
Pathogen sensing, electrochemistry, rapid bacterial detection in industrial capacity, food 
product loss mitigation 
 
PROPOSED RESEARCH: 
This proposal will attempt to mitigate potential human health hazards and large-scale 
beef product losses through rapid electrochemical sensing of Salmonella metabolites 
and/or species-specific DNA sequences. Electrochemical sensors are quickly becoming 
standard in a variety of biological applications. Most notably, blood glucose sensors have 
become significantly faster, cheaper and more reliable upon the redox sensor utilizing 
glucose oxidase [219]. 
 
Linear sweep potential voltammetry is method that is quickly gaining traction in 
biosensing as it elicits highly sensitive and repeatable results. Some variations on this 
method include differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) and square-wave voltammetry 
(SWV), both of which are being proposed as methods in this research. DPV enables us to 
sense a target molecule’s peak on a current vs. potential graph. The potential of the peak 





Graphene is a material composed entirely of carbon atoms bound to each other in a 2-
dimensional, hexagonal lattice (Figure 1). A difficult material to synthesize until Nobel 
prize-winning methods in 2010, graphene is quickly becoming an optimal material for 
sensing due to its exemplary charge transfer ability [220]. As a material for sensing, 
graphene has already been implemented extensively for electrochemistry. In this 
research, we will use it to amplify signals created by a chosen material’s redox behavior 







Figure A.1. Transmission electron micrograph (left) and Lewis structure (right) of graphene 
Naturally occurring biopolymers are ubiquitous throughout the whole of biology and 
form the structure of complex life. They can be composed of anything from strands of 
proteins, in the case of silk, to polysaccharides such as chitosan or cellulose. Utilizing 
functional groups on the polymer, we can target specific molecules, evident in several 
studies utilizing chitosan for sensing different variables in blood [51, 221, 222]. For this 
research, a polymer that interacts chemically with our target molecule, also known as a 




Biomarkers are molecules associated with tracking or identifying specific organisms or 
biological phenomena. They can include, but are not limited to, metabolites such as 
sugars, proteins, lipids, volatile organic compounds, and DNA sequences of genes 
specific to a species, genus, etc. [223]. When considering Salmonella and electrochemical 
sensing, we have determined two separate biomarkers to pursue simultaneously in our 
research: trehalose and DNA sequences of the Vi capsular antigen gene in Salmonella. 
 
Trehalose, pictured in Figure 2, is a disaccharide associated with promoting thermal 
stability and quick access to energy across the spectrum of biology. According to several 
studies, Salmonella spp. are especially prone to producing this sugar to prevent 
desiccation and membrane damage due to extreme temperatures [224-226]. When 
temperatures return to favorable levels, Salmonella will employ the enzyme trehalase to 
cleave trehalose into two glucose molecules that will quickly be reabsorbed by the cells 
for energy [227]. According to one study specifically focusing on Salmonella survival 
behavior in stressful conditions like those of a meat storage facility, trehalose 
biosynthesis was more likely to occur [228]. Several studies have successfully undertaken 
trehalose quantification through solely chemical means via high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) and Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS). 
Through HPLC, one lab was able to detect trehalose synthesis peaked at in aerobic 
respiration 96 hr post inoculation at 9 pmol/cell, nearly double that of anaerobic 
respiration in yeast [229]. A later study was able to quantify as low as 0.07 mmol of 
trehalose in yeast via HPLC [178]. Aside from simple molecular targets such as 





Due to DNA’s highly selective binding and its unique order of base pairs in respect to the 
organism from which it is extracted, DNA has potential to be one of the most specific and 
reliable biosensors for virtually all living organisms and their specific sequences. For this 
research, we will target the Vi capsular antigen gene of Salmonella. The conserved Vi 
capsular antigen gene region is responsible for a universal feature on Salmonella [230]. 
Being present in all Salmonella spp., the Vi capsular antigen gene region is an optimal 








Figure A.2. Two different depictions of the sugar trehalose, a 1,1 glycosidic bond between to α-glucose 
units.; utilized by Salmonella spp. to prevent desiccation and thermal stress 
Figure A.3. Work Flowchart for Experimental Objectives of Proposed Research (Green 





The overall objective of this research is to develop a graphene/biopolymer composite-
based electrochemical sensor for detecting Salmonella based on its biomarkers. To 
maximize productivity and ensure scientific progress, we will instigate several potential 
pathways for this research to progress. We will focus on the previously outlined novel 
biomarkers for Salmonella. 
 
A. Trehalose 
Initially, we will focus on the Salmonella metabolite trehalose. Being a natural 
mechanism for Salmonella to survive extreme temperatures, it is likely that the sugar 
trehalose will be present at quantifiable levels on infected meat in cold storage and 
processing facilities. As a sugar, it will readily dissolve in liquid from a low-volume 
misting apparatus that can then be collected and quantified via a 3-electrode system 
as in the concept example, Figure 4. Using previously cited methods for trehalose 
quantification, we will compare our novel results with existing methods to assess 
potential for optimal results. If suitable results are obtained at realistic, in-facility 




B. DNA Sequences Specific to Salmonella spp. 
Utilizing the Vi capsular antigen gene as a target, we will order synthetic 
complementary DNA probes adsorbed to magnetic nanoparticles for detecting DNA 
from lysed bacterial cells (concept shown in Figure 5). Fe3O4 and FeCo 
nanoparticles with size distribution between 20 to 50 nm, synthesized through co-
precipitation of Fe2+ and Fe3+ salts (e. g. Fe(NO3)2 and Fe(NO3)3) in alkaline 
medium will be used as transition metal catalysts to prepare graphene coating layer 
from DDGS. All thermochemical processes will be carried out in a tube furnace under 
accurately controlled atmospheric and heating conditions. For details, Fe3O4 and 
FeCo nanoparticles suspension will be mixed completely and evenly with DDGS. The 
mixture will be further dried with freeze drying, then carbonized at 400 C in N2 
Figure A.4. Proposed experimental scheme for determining target compound concentration in 10 mL of PBS 




atmosphere for 20 min. The as-prepared char and nano-magnetic particles mixture 
will be cooled down and soaked into KOH solution for 1 hour. This mixture will be 
dried at 105 C for 24 hours. After drying, the graphenization and activation will be 
carried out at 700 C for 1 h in N2 atmosphere. The obtained samples will be cooled 
down in furnace with N2 atmosphere protection. Then graphene coated magnetic 
nanoparticles will be washed with deionized water to pH 7, and dried at 105 C 
overnight under vacuum before further characterization or evaluation. The DNA will 
be accessed either by mechanical lysis with silica particles or chemical lysis via 
isopropyl alcohol and heat (~70 C). We will investigate DNA in the picomolar (pM) 
– micromolar (uM) range. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: 
 Utilizing the methods described the Objectives section, we will ultimately 
culminate this research in a design for monitoring rinse water (or saline solution) from 
the surface of meat products for Salmonella trehalose and/or DNA sequences from the Vi 
capsular antigen region (Figure 6). The initial concepts of both sensor platforms, 
trehalose and DNA, will be explored simultaneously to efficiently explore the best 
Figure A.5. Concept for capturing Salmonella target DNA with coated nanoparticles which will then bind 
to glassy carbon electrode 
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sensing method for Salmonella. We will plan to operate with large (100uM) 
concentrations of trehalose and DNA respectively in the first phase of these experiments 
and then systematically decrease the dosage to realistic, in-facility concentrations. 
 
Figure A.6. Example of a final concept for Salmonella 3-electrode detection via rinsate containing target 
molecule from beef product on conveyor belt 
 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS: 
 Utilizing our novel method graphene and a combination of biopolymers, we were 
able to competitively sense dopamine in 0.1 M PBS solution. With our results, we were 
able to generate R2 values of 0.99172 and 0.99542 for ranges of 0.5 uM-17uM and 





Figure A.7. Preliminary results of patent-pending graphene material with carrageenan as a composite film 
drop-casted onto glassy carbon working electrode for dopamine detection at A) 5 x 10-7 mol/L – 1.7 x 10-6 
mol/L (R2 for peak current=0.99172) and B) 5 x 10-8 m 
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: 
 Due to the linear relationship of calibration curves using modified glassy carbon 
electrodes and the relatively simple processing for determining a line of fit, statistical 
analysis for this research will be straightforward and simplistic. Results of trehalose and 
DNA detection will be replicated five times to afford four degrees of freedom. Analysis 
of variance, confidence intervals, and Student’s T-test will all be utilized to determine the 
limit of detection, replicability, and sensitivity of the sensing platform. Figure 8 displays 
linear fit of sensing with the novel graphene material/biopolymer composite on glassy 
carbon, R2=0.99172. Results such as Figure 8 are typical when utilizing materials that 













Figure A.8. Linear calibration curve of preliminary results for model drug dopamine (top right) using 
graphene/biopolymer modified glassy carbon electrode 
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APPENDIX  B: ENERGY STORAGE RESEARCH 
Rapid thermochemical conversion of lignin to porous activated carbon for energy 
storage in supercapacitors and microbial fuel cells 
 
Abstract: Naturally occurring biopolymers are an abundant resource with great potential 
for energy storage following thermochemical conversion to activated carbon and/or 
graphene-like materials due to their unique structural and chemical compositions. Lignin 
is one of the world’s most abundant biopolymers but is generally regarded as a waste 
product due to the difficulty and cost associated with converting it to more useful 
derivatives. Alkali lignin was converted to graphene oxide directly on current collector 
material in a base-catalyzed thermochemical conversion in <1 min. Nickel foam is 
favored as a current collector material because of its high conductivity and high surface 
area for holding active materials but due to its cost, environmental toxicity, and potential 
threat to microbes in microbial fuel cells (MFC), it was substituted with carbon cloth and 
carbon aerogel respectively. Cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy were measured on all samples. Alkali lignin on carbon aerogel yielded the 
highest specific capacitance at 119 F/g. After 1000 charge/discharge cycles, the aerogel 
sample had a charge retention rate of 94.26% while carbon cloth samples maintained a 





Supercapacitors represent one of the most promising technologies for better energy 
storage in multiple platforms including electric vehicles, wind turbines, and other 
electrical devices due to their highly tunable nature, environmental friendliness, and 
variety of materials available for synthesis [232]. Despite this promise, they have yet to 
compete with more established technologies such as lithium-ion batteries due in part to 
their low energy density [233]. To improve these shortcomings, new conductive materials 
such as graphene have been focal to improving supercapacitor performance due to the 
material’s unique properties. 
 
Graphene is the material of choice for many supercapacitors today because of its high 
surface area, modifiable surface functional groups, and extremely thin nanosheets. 
Theoretically, graphene should perform at a specific capacitance of 550 F g-1 but 
typically fails this performance due to aggregation of graphene sheets as a result of poor 
conditions for synthesis, which are typically difficult to maintain in most conventional 
settings [234, 235]. In a typical synthesis, a pristine form of graphite is exfoliated in 
hydrazine via a process termed Hummer’s Method to obtain high quality graphene oxide 
which is then reduced via a variety of methods to obtain pristine graphene nanosheets 
[236]. Newer, more facile methods are being produced but they still suffer from a great 
deal of complexity when compared to other, simpler preparations for graphene’s main 
competitors for electrode active material, petroleum-derived carbon blacks, activated 
carbons, etc. [237]. The major shortcoming of many of these materials is that they are not 
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environmentally or fiscally sustainable, which limits the impact of high-capacity 
supercapacitors using carbon materials in today’s energy market [238]. 
 
To meet this demand, new materials are being developed from low-value biomaterials 
and wastes. One of the more prominent materials being used for this purpose is lignin, a 
structural, polymeric component of most plants that is generally regarded as waste in the 
paper manufacturing industry due to its undesirable effect on paper quality [239]. One 
reason lignin is a high-priority candidate for graphenization is its repeating phenolic 
lignol subunits which already resemble graphene’s sp3-hybridized carbon hexagonal 
structure [240]. A particularly innovative method of lignin conversion that has been 
pursued recently was the direct graphene oxide synthesis of lignin via laser lithography 
[241]. 
 In this study, graphene oxide is synthesized via a new, capacitive discharge 
method directly on the lignin slurry-coated current collecting material to minimize the 
number of steps and eliminate the need for a binder such as PTFE. This new, facile 
method presents opportunities in supercapacitor preparation without the need for tedious 
preparation as in standard methods. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Electrode Material Preparation and Assembly 
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Electrodes were prepared by applying a thin layer of an alkali lignin and 3M KOH paste 
to either carbon cloth (CC) or carbon aerogel (CA) current collectors (2 cm dia.). The 
lignin on each electrode was then converted into a graphene-like material using a one-
step thermochemical conversion process in which a high voltage low current capacitive 
discharge was applied directly on the dried paste-covered current collector. Once 
converted, the electrodes were indirectly sprayed with ethanol to rinse away unconverted 
lignin and dried in a 105°C incubator for 15 mins followed by 12 h overnight in a 
vacuum oven at 65°C. Two electrodes of the same substrate were then assembled into 










Transmission electron microscopy and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 
were performed on a JEOL JEM-2100 with an accelerating voltage of 200kV on a Cu 
grid with carbon film background, .Scanning electron microscopy was performed on a 
Hitachi S-3400N microscope with 100kV accelerating voltage. Powder x-ray 
Figure B. 1. Anatomy of 2032-type Coin Cell Supercapacitor with an aqueous KOH 
electrolyte saturating each layer 
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diffractometry was performed on a Rigaku SmartLab, λ= 1.5418 Å). Raman spectroscopy 
was performed on a Horiba labRAM spectrometer.  
 
Electrochemical Analysis and Characterization 
All electrochemical tests were performed on a Biologic SP-150 electrochemical 
workstation. Cyclic voltammetry (n=4, scanning rate=100 mV/s) and electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy were used to observe the current and resistance of the 
supercapacitor. An additional cyclic voltammogram (n=5000 scanning rate=100 mV/s) 
was run on a cell with carbon cloth as the substrate to test for cyclic stability. The 
equation below was used to calculate the specific capacitance of each cell. 
 
0ST=(2∗)/(V∗W/WX)  (Equation B.1.) 
 
Where  is the current applied in Amperes, V is the average loading on each electrode in 
grams, and W/WX is the scanning rate of the cyclic voltammogram in V/s. 
 
Results and Discussion: 
Physical Characterization Results 
Microscopy of the novel lignin material demonstrated a highly porous structure on both 
the micro- and nano- level as shown in Figure B.2.This demonstrated that during the 
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conversion processes detailed in the methods, pores were likely formed during the 
discharge of the capacitor, resulting in the heated gaseous component rapidly escaping 
the lignin slurry and forming the complex heterostructure demonstrated. This is 
congruent with studies that used similarly rapid methods of synthesis for graphene and 
hierarchical porous activated carbons [242-244]. High resolution-transmission electron 
microscopy demonstrated a successful crystal lattice formation through this conversion 
method, as shown in Figure B.4. This lattice, which demonstrates a crystal lattice gap 
between 3.2 – 3.4 Ȧ, agrees with graphene nanostructural characterization and is 













Figure B. 2. TEM (Top left and right, bottom left) and SEM (bottom right) of graphene 











Figure B.4. represents the powder x-ray diffraction data for the lignin-derived graphene and 
shows a prominent peak at 26° as well as a weaker peak at 55°, as is expected with crystalline 
graphene [245]. Raman spectroscopy in Figure B.5. also supports sp-sp2 graphene formation 
from the lignin substrate but lacks a prominent 2-D band which could be a result of graphene 







Figure B. 4. Powder XRD of graphene oxide powder scraped manually from surface of carbon cloth 
current collector 
Figure B. 3. HR-TEM at 1.2 M x magnification, 200 kV accelerating voltage of lignin-derived 






























Specific Capacitive Performance and Impedance Values 
The application of active lignin to a carbon cloth current collector increased the specific 
capacity of the supercapacitor from 0.06 F/g to 69.80 F/g (Figure B.6.). The specific 
capacity of the supercapacitor using a carbon aerogel current collector increased by a 
factor of 21.24 from 5.56 F/g (blank CA) to 119.05 F/g (Figure B.8.). The carbon cloth 
supercapacitor exhibited a 0ST of 69.80 F/g, a resistance of 2.12 Ω, and a 54.55% 
retention rate over 5000 cycles (Figure B.9.). The carbon aerogel supercapacitor 
exhibited a 0ST of 119.05 F/g, and a resistance of 2.75 Ω. Carbon aerogel performed 
better as a current collector than carbon cloth however carbon cloth is far more cost 
effective. When only unconverted lignin was applied to the substrates, the specific 
capacitances were still lower than that of the supercapacitors with converted lignin. In 
agreement with the electron microscopy, it is likely that the novel process produced 












































































Figure B. 6. Supercapacitor CV performance of samples on carbon cloth. Unconverted lignin (red dashed line) 
exhibited only slightly higher specific capacitance (Csp) of ~2 F/g than blank carbon cloth (black dashed line) and 
converted blank carbon cloth (black solid line) which both obtain <1 F/g. Converted lignin on carbon cloth (solid 
red line) exhibited a Csp of 69.79 F/g. 
Figure B. 7. EIS performance of carbon cloth samples. Unconverted lignin on carbon cloth (red circles) exhibited a 
resistance of 2.4 Ω while converted lignin on carbon cloth (red triangles) exhibited a slightly lower resistance of 
2.12 Ω. Unconverted bare carbon cloth (black circles) exhibited a 6.2 Ω resistance while converted bare carbon cloth 











Figure B. 8. CV of carbon aerogel samples. Blank aerogel and converted blank aerogel (dashed black line 






Figure B. 9. EIS of carbon aerogel samples. Converted lignin (green triangles) had a far lower resistance 
value of 2.7 Ω compared to noncoverted lignin (green circles) at 20 Ω. A blank unconverted aerogel (red 
circles) had the highest resistance of 26.7 Ω while converted blank aerogel (red triangles) had the lowest 











































The resistances of the supercapacitors decreased when lignin was present on the 
electrodes due to the lignin mixture acting as a more conductive medium for current to 
flow through due its high KOH content. Resistance slightly increased when converting a 
blank carbon cloth electrode, most likely due to the process converting the polymers in 
the carbon cloth into a substance with a higher resistance than the unprocessed carbon 
cloth. For the carbon aerogel supercapacitors, the resistance of the converted lignin cell 
may be higher than that of the converted blank cell because of traces of unconverted 
lignin raising its resistance. The near vertical lines after the dips in the Nyquist 
Impedance plots are indicative of ideal supercapacitor behavior due to low Rct values for 
converted lignin on the surface of both carbon cloth and carbon aerogel [246]. 
 
Cycle Retention 
The carbon aerogel supercapacitor with active lignin retained 54.55% of its current after 
5000 cycles, decreasing to 11.44 mA from its initial 20.97 mA. The current remained 
relatively constant from cycles 5-5000 cycles, keeping a retention rate of 94.26% (Figure 
B.10.). The current density of the fully processed carbon cloth supercapacitor was 3.49 
A/g, and that of the fully processed carbon aerogel supercapacitor was 5.95 A/g. The 
carbon aerogel substrate served as an easier material for electrical current to flow through 
which could be owed to its graphite like structure, higher measured conductivity, and 
higher overall quality. The carbon cloth, which was commercially purchased carbonized 
polymer fibers, lacked the mechanical stability of the aerogel and would fray into small 
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pieces in the KOH electrolyte. These small fibers could have fouled the dielectric space 
between electrodes and adversely affected performance. 
Figure B. 10. Current retention for converted lignin on carbon aerogelr for 5000 cycles 
 
Conclusion 
Overall, a new method to synthesize graphene from a base catalyzed lignin slurry directly 
on the surface of a current collector was created for use in supercapacitors. The 
electrodes produced in this new method performed well in a 2032-type coin cell setup 
with a capacitance of 69.80 F g-1 for lignin-graphene oxide synthesized on carbon cloth 
and 119.05 F g-1 for lignin-graphene oxide synthesized on carbon aerogel. For the 
graphene oxide on aerogel, current retention rate remained at 95% of its charge for 
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